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Wafkirng the r r-alL
What, exactly, are readers like

yourself looking for in a wood-

working magazine? At

WOOD we give that ques-

tion a lot of thought every

day. Fortunately, thousands

of you have supplied us with

answers through letters, e-mails,

and face-to-face meetings. Here's

how we plan to live up to your

high expectations.

Fr, as you devote your full energy and

I 
talents to every project that comes out

d-f your shop, our staff prides itself on
putting our very best effort into each issue
of WOOD magazine. We make no bones
about wanting to bring you a woodwork-
ing publication that is absolutely
unmatched in every way.

To achieve that, we have to do a lot
more than produce easy-to-read and
insightful afticles, complete with great
photos and detailed illustrations. What we
strive to do, more than anything, is cap-
ture your unreserved confidence in the
accuracy and achievability of everything
you see in the magazine.It is this level of
confidence, we believe, that creates a
quality difference among woodworking
publications in today's marketplace.

We consider it essential that you can
build a project fromWOOD without fear
that you'll be slowed by errors or stymied
by missing steps. You can put your trust
fully in the techniques and tips shown
here, knowing that you won't waste mate-
rials or time. And, we want you to march
into tool retailers with the unwavering cer-
tainty that you'll get a good buy based on
the recommendations in our tool reviews.

From now on, you'll find this seal in
every issue of WOOD magazine. lt
serves as a reminder of our central mis-
sion: to serve you with a woodworking
magazine of unparalled quality.

How do we deliver this quality differ-
ence? It's not easy, and it's not cheap, but
there's no getting around it: We have to
build every project, painstakingly prove
every dimension, redesign and rebuild
projects if necessary, then double- or
triple-check every depil. We verify the
effectiveness and safety of every wood-
working technique here in our shop by an
in-house staff of designers, builders, and
writers. Each staffer takes ownership of
every article he is involved with, and
proudly places his name at the end of each
story. When it comes to tools, we never
write up a product until it proves itself
worthy of a place in your shop by passing
our intensive tests first.

It's called walking the walk, not just

talking the talk. Of course, I want you to
tell me how well we're succeeding. Just
drop me a letter at the editorial mailing

address at ight, or send
an e-mail to me at wood-
mail@mdp.com.

trtrtrffiiiti@
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short cuts
News and notes from the woodworking world

A rnahogany
Iook-alike rnakes
its debrrt
Any woodworker who has purchased the
premium hardwood Honduras mahogany
has experienced sticker shock firsthand.
We found it for over $5 a board foot at
our local lumberyard. Recognizing the
need for a lower-priced substitute, indus-
try giant Weyerhaeuser recently intro-
duced a comparable product that sells for
around $4 a board foot.

Called Lyptus, a hybrid of Eucalyptus
grandis and Euc alyptus urophylla, this
hardwood grows in
mammoth sustained-
forest plantations in
Brazil, as pictured at
right. Harvested in just

10 to 12 years, Lyptus
is then brought into the
U.S. and Canada and
sold on a special-order
basis through lumber
retailers carrying
Weyerhaeuser products.
You can purchase it
surfaced on four sides
(S4S) in4l4 and 5/4
thicknesses, and in ran-
dom lengths and widths.

Weyerhaeuser's new
hybrid hardwood Lyptus
serves as a less-costly substitute
for mahogany.

With the product being so new, some
dealers may not know of it. And while its
intended use includes furniture, cabinets,
and architectural millwork, Weyerhaeuser
has not yet manufactured a Lyptus-
veneered plywood to support the hard-
wood end of the business.

Girrc batteries a safe retirement
Thanks to the nonprofit, public-ser-
vice organi zation Rechargeable
Battery Recycling Corporation
(RBRC), you now have an environ-
mentally friendly way to dispose of
all your worn-out rechargeable batter-
ies. These include cells from portable
power tools, laptop computers, cell
phones, and camcorders.

Partnering with The Home Depot,
and receiving assistance from

DeWALT Industrial Tools. RBRCnqp
*ra

tofilrol'd|!.a.

bt[aLl
hf|) in panicipating Home Depot

has installed collection boxes, above,

stores in the U.S. and Canada.
Also. countless other retail-
ers, such as hardware stores,
have joined in the campaign.
To find the collection outlet
nearest you, call 800/8-BAT-
TERY or log onto
www.rbrc.org.
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tales to tell for the storybook larnp
We wanted to let you
know that we are now
offering more laser-cut
side panels-26 new
designs plus your
original four-for the
"Storybook Lamp" you
featured in issue 135,
September 2001. The
new panels include
more with kids'story-
book themes, as well as
some geared more
toward grown-ups.
These include the
sailboat and patriotic-
themed panels shown
aI right.

-Mike and Joan Driscoll,
Drico Products,lnc.

For ntore infonrntiott
about the new panel
designs and their prices,
call Drico Proclucts at
888/s77-32s7.

Titebond II gets a new lease on shelf life
I would like to respond to a reference
made about the shelf l i fe of Titebond ll

of WOOD magazine.
On page 82, Roberl Meier is quite

complimentary of Titebond ll, but his
opinion that the glue "must be fresh"

10 years and mill ions of gallons have
been sold. Our comprehensive testing,

coupled with extensive customer
feedback, gives us ample evidence and

six months.
We are very conseruative in our

published shelf l i fe of 12 months.
Experience shows that the product

-Mark Schroeder, Marketing Manager,

Fran kl i n I nternational

,qsBrE.;t r*

"Hideout"  wood-
workers Carolyn
Barnes (top) and
Andy Mihok helped
kids bui ld b i rdhous-
es  du r ing  a  j un io r
woodworker's day.

Mentoring works great for
kids and the kids-at-heart
In reference to Bil l Krier's editor's letter
on mentor ing ( issue 139),  I  am wri t ing
on behalf of a group of woodworkers
who reside in "The Hideout," a 3,200-
home recreational community located in
the Pocono Mountains of Pennsylvania.
We now have over 100 men and
women in our woodworking club. Last
summer we held the grand opening of a
new 36x80' woodshop facil i ty.

We also sponsored our first junior-
woodworker's day, invit ing kids of the
community,  ages 8 through 12. We
had two sessions, each attended by
20 children. Each junior woodworker
received a shop apron (made by our
ladies auxil iary), safety glasses, and
pre-cut wood for a birdhouse. The kids
worked at centers with club members
until their projects were complete.

"The Hideout" woodworkers are trying
to promote interest in woodworking to
everyone in our community. We're
planning to hold another junior wood-
worker's day sometime this summer.

-Kenneth Wenz. Lake Ariel. Pa.

Write Us!
Do you have comments, criticisms, sugges-
tions, 0r maybe even a compliment specifically
relating to an article that appeared in W00h
magazine? Please write to:

Talking Back
W00D magazine
1716 Locust St.,  GA-310
Des Moines, lA 5G109-3023

or e-mail us at talkingback@mdp.com
)ue to the volume of letters and e-mails we
receive, we can respond to and publish only
those of the greatest interest to our readers.

glue in the article "Double take on wood- ' resounding confidence that the shelf
working" in issue 137, November 2001, , l i fe of Titebond ll extends well beyond

and that it "gets old in six months and i maintains its integrity and bonding
loses some strength," concerns me. characteristics for a substantially longer
Titebond ll has been on the market for period of time.

#t--*

talkin
Our bulletin board for letters, comments, and timely updates

More parnel desigrrs offer rtetll

1 2 WOOD magazine lune/July 2002



great ideas for your shop

sandirrgrdisc orgrurizer
A simple system to
keep abrasive discs
flat and at the
ready for quick

mounting

ver been frustrated
trying to align the
holes in a sanding disc

with the holes in a random-
orbit sander's pad? If so, then
you'll appreciate this simple
storage and organizing system
designed by WOODo reader and
professional woodworker Tom
Frazier. This fixture stores three
grits of 5" hook-andJoop discs
on short pieces of dowel that index
with the holes in the sander, mak-
ing alignment foolproof.

To use the organizer, place the
sanding discs over the dowels grit side
down. Then just press the sander onto the
dowels for surefire alignment. Each
section holds about a dozen discs. A cap
keeps them flat and clean.

Building a disc dispenser is easy. Cut a
base to the size shown from scrap 7+"
stock. (Tom used MDF because it stays
flat.) Then rout the top edges with a V+"
round-over bit. Next, cut a tA" hardboard
cap, center it on the base, and temporarily
tape it in place.

Mounting the dowels accurately is no
problem. Use a sanding disc as a guide,
and follow the three steps shown in the
drawing at right. Whether your sander
accepts 5-hole or 8-hole discs, three dow-
els hotd each disc securely in place. |l

Written by David Stone
Project design: Tom Frazier
lllustration: Roxanne LeMoine; Tim Gahill
Photograph: Baldwin Photography

1131c'

STEP 2 Drills/s" holes
3/+" deep through hardboard
cap and into base.

STEP 1
Tape disc in place,
and mark hole
centerpoints.

1/+" hardboard cap

1/a" round-over

-\
51/2" --..- -\,- 3/s" holes

Chamfer to s/ro"
diameter.

3/e" dowel 1" long

STEP 3
Glue dowels
into holes.

1 4

3/+" MDF base

WOOD magazlne June{uly 2002



Chisel shape

workshop sawy

a bnrsh
witfr greatness

they're not all equal.

them with care.

Dividers

Epoxy
Metal ferrule
/

r , r

Brushes may look alike, but

Choose wisely, then handle

I I I

T f f hen you apply a clear finish,

Itlt your brush makes a differ-
U U ence. A cheap, throwaway

model can cause problems, while a quality
brush that suits your parlicular finish will
help you achieve first-class results. You'll
spend more up front, but that's not a deci-
sive factor; take care of it properly, and a
good brush will last much longer than a
cheap one.

The photo above provides a cutaway
view of a finishing brush made by the
Elder & Jenks company, brushmakers
since 1793. The bristles are set into a
slightly convex base of epoxy, then
trimmed to complete the chisel shape.
Double dividers give the bristles extra
support. They also create reservoirs that
hold a small amount of finish. feedine the
brush as you use it.

When you apply varnish or brushing
lacquer, opt for a "China bristle" brush
made with hog hairs from China. These
bristles, as shown in the drawing above
right,have a natural taper that provides
strength while puning more bristles in
contact with the surface. Their "flagged"
ends hold more finish than pointed ones,
and dispense it more evenly.

For water-based finishes, use synthetic
bristles. Nylon bristles are softer and more
flexible than polyester, or you can buy a
combination of the two. Golden nylon
gives great results with shellac. Some syn-
thetic bristles also are tapered and flagged.

Once you have a top-notch brush, keep
it in working order. It takes only a couple
of minutes to clean and store it properly.

When you're done applying a coat of
finish, brush out as much finish as possi-
ble onto paper or a piece of scrap. Put on
protective gloves, soak the bristles in the
appropriate solvent, and work it in with
your fingers. If you used the brush with
vamish, clean it with mineral spirits, then
lacquer thinner. If you applied lacquer,
clean with lacquer thinner. A shellac brush
benefits from a bath in ammonia and hot
water. Use water to clean out water-based
finishes. When the bristles feel clean,
shake the brush to remove most of the sol-
vent, or hold the handle between your
palms and rub your hands to spin it.

Finally, no matter which solvent you
started with, finish cleaning the brush with
soap (shampoo works well) and water, as

Use the appropriate solvent to clean
your brush after each use, then complete
the job with soap and water. Work the
lather into the brist les. then r inse.

Tapered
bristles are
strong, but
capable of
laying down a
smooth f inish.
Flagged ends
also help
f inish f low
out evenly.

shown in Photo A. Rinse out the soap,
then spin the brush to remove the water.
Before it dries completely, place the brush
in its original cardboard jacket, or wrap it
with paper from a grocery bag, as in
Photo B, to keep the bristles straight and
clean. The next time you need it, your
brush will be as -9ood as new. *

Photographs: Baldwin Photography
l l lustrat ion: Roxanne LeMoine

Cut your paper long enough so you can
fold it back to the ferrule without bend-
ing the brist les. Wrap i t  t ightly, fold i t ,
then hold i t  in place with a rubber band.

F
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tool buyers' update

ltt*ri:ruffi:.
about the price of dinner and a movie for
two, you can cut precise through dovetails
with the Pins and Tails Traditional
Through-Dovetail Jigs from MLCS.

These templates came on the market just

as our review of through-dovetail jigs
(August 2001, issue 134) hit the news-
stand. Although they borrow many of the
better attributes of the jigs in that test, Pins
and Tails jigs ($80 each) cost only about
half as much as the least-expensive model
originally reviewed.

Irnitation is flattery
In setup and operation, the Pins and Tails
jigs resemble the Keller 2401. You mount
the template to a 21/e"-thickwooden fence
that you provide. (We resawed, then
planed down, a4x4 cedar post to make
this odd-size fence.) After clamping your
stock to the fence and routing the tails,
you use the tails to mark the pin board.

Because the Pins and Tails

O O

Fgs
Pins and Tails jigs deliver through

dovetails for the price of a half-blind jig.

Adjusting the fit of the joint is pretty
straightforward: Cut a test joint by tem-
porarily mounting the template to the
fence, using the elongated screw slots.
Then shift the template forward or back to
adjust the fit. In our tests, we achieved a
perfecrfitting joint on our third test cut.
We then locked in that fit with a pair of
screws in round holes on the template.

Any downside?
Although many of the templates in our
recent test make 7o dovetails, these tem-
plates cut 14o tails. It's a strong joint, but
the steeper angle makes the tips of the
tails more prone to breakage. As the bit
exited the cut, several of the tails in our
red-oak test pieces lost a small chip at the
very tip.

MLCS sells two jigs: Model 8701
(shown above) comes with %"-shank bits,
and cuts zA" taTls on lVt" centers; model
8702 makes l" dovetails 2" on-center.
You can also get either model with Vc"-
shank bits instead of Vz". The $80 price

We were careful to mark the waste areas to
make sure that we routed away the sock-
ets, not the pins.

doesn't include the /+"-long s/4"-diameter

guide bushing required to make the cuts.
Our jigs didn't come with setup and

operating instructions, but we found them
in an online instruction book. The setup
procedure is clearly described, although
the directions for actually cutting the
dovetails were vague. At our suggestion,
Bill Goldman of MLCS said the company
would immediately beef up the operating
instructions and include a copy with every
Pins and Tails template shipped.S

Written by Dave Gampbellwith Dave Henderson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

iigs use a 7s" guide bushing
instead of a bearing-guided
bit, you can't simply align the
pin side of the template to
those marks, as you can with
the Keller 2401. After we
made our first set of pin cuts,
we found we could use the
actual cut in the fence to align
the template for future cuts, as
shown in the inset photo. As
with the Keller 2401, you can
manually vary the pin spacing
by cutting pins and tails one at
a time.

1 U
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CAPACITIES
PERFORMANCE

FATINGS (4)
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MLCS

870'l AL G 1 lz' N/A 7 lt" N/A 1 5"- 1 t/e" 3 t , n G G u 90 days T $80

8702 AL G 1 lz" N/A 7 la" N/A t o z I G G u 90 days T $80

NOTES:

1' (AL) Aruminum 3' o 3ilfi,i310"?".l1,1,i1, 
+' I e*'

2. (G) Guide bushing worx"pieces. G no

For more information, call 800/533-9298 or visit www.mlcswoodworking.com. I fui

For specifications on other types of tools, click on I
"Tool Comp?4sons" at www.woodma!@

:el lent 5. (G) Guide bushing

rd 6. (T) Taiwan

| 7. Prices current at time of article's production.



wide world of wood

n$"frffibd
corne frorn?
As the world's population grows, demand

for wood increases. Can global forests
provide it? Here's a brief look at today's

reserves, and a peek into the future.

conomists and other researchers
that take a hard look at the world
and the pressures on it most

often tie their projections to population
growth. As the population expands, it
automatically demands more of the
world's natural resources, and that
includes wood. The following facts and
figures offer a glimpse at what the future
holds for this remarkable resource.

How much wood
do people use?
As of April 2000, the United States'
population was 282,42 1,906. It's
calculated that in this nation that ranks
as the world's largest consumer of
wood products, each person uses in
some way the equivalent of 960 board
feet of wood annually. That translates
into a 36"-diameter log about 32'long.
And the U.S. population grows by
about 2.5 million annually.

In the next 50 years, the United
Nations expects the world population to
expand from 5.95 billion to 9.36 billion.
Most growth will occur in developing

counffies, where
wood is used for
cooking and heating
(fuelwood). Cunently, 56 percent of the
world's consumed wood sees such usage.
The rest (44 percent) becomes lumber,
paper, and engineered wood products.

Will there be enough wood
to meet demand?
Although the need for fuelwood will
increase in developing countries,
demand for wood products also will
increase in developed cquntries. For
instance. in the United States, the aver-
age home size is now 2,120 square feet
(up 600 square feet since 1971). That
home size requires 15,000 board feet of
lumber and other wood products.

Thanldrlly, forests account for one-third
of the U.S.-about 737 million acres.
Commercial forests (where trees are har-
vested for further processing) make up
490 million acres of that. Individuals own
59 percent of the commercial forests. The
government owns 27 percent, while the
forest industry owns the last 14 percent.

In these commercial forests, annual
growth exceeds harvest and losses to
insects and disease by 33 percent. In
fact, the U.S. has 30 percent more
timber volume now than 50 years ago.
Combined, the U.S. and Canada pro-
duce 40 percent of the world's wood.

Given current statistics and future
projections, analysts believe that any
wood-supply crisis will occur in devel-
oping countries. That's because forests
there decreased by 494 million acres
between 1980 and 1995. But in the
same period, developed-world forests
increased by 49.4 million acres.

At this point, predictors see no trouble
meeting the demand for wood in devel-
oped countries. That outlook assumes
that the forest products industry
continues its ongoing efforts to reduce
sawmill waste and increase recovery
in manufacturing and that everyone
recycles more paper and paperboard.

Two other factors help meet demand.
First, tree plantations in the United
States, Canada, Ausffalia, New Zealand,
Indonesia, and South America produce
wood products at sustainable rates.
Second, commercial forests keep getting
more efficient. In the U.S., alone, forest-
industry land (again, just 14 percent of
commercial forests) produces one third
of the annual harvest.tl

Written by Peter J. Stephano
lllustration: Brian Jensen
Sources: Temperate Forest Foundation, The
Hardwood Forest Foundation

Hardwoods, the woodworker's choice
Global wood and forest statistics don't differentiate between hardwoods and soft-
woods. To them, it's alljust wood. As a woodworker, though, your usual preference
likely includes hardwoods, such as maple, oak, and walnut. That's where the
Hardwood Forest Foundation comes in. They track them. And the future looks good:
. Hardwood forests cover about 269 million acres in the United States, mostly
east of the Mississippi River.
. Today, there's 102 percent more hardwood growing than in 1950. Projections
show that by 2040, hardwood volume will expand by another 70 percent.
. Hardwood forests annually grow 80 percent more than is harvested, lost to
fire, insects, and disease combined.
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faster,
sho ti
Helping you work smarter, and safer

Since the time I built the Sweet Dreams ,
Cradle in WOODa magazine issue 85 i
for the arrival of our daughter Terra, I 've i
made four more for friends. Although i
each was a very rewarding project, the '
only part I didn't l ike was cutting all I
those slat spacers-68 for each cradle! i

So, for the last cradle I built, I cut sev- i
eral long spacer blanks to width and i
thickness, then wrapped them with plas- i
t ic stretch-banding fi lm (sometimes l
called "flat twine"). Using a narrow sbd 

'

See if this prrshblock
Over the years, I 've found that most of i
the pushblocks that come with jointers 

i
and shapers provide l itt le grip on the i
stock. Instead, I use a couple of molded .
sponge-rubber floats, such as Goldblatt ,
part no. 03295 (call 866/465-3252), that .
seem to hold on to the wood better than i
ordinary pushblocks. The broad alu- i
minum bases on these masonry tools i
won't damage a cutter if hit, and they i
keep my hands well away from the cut- i
ters of a jointer or shaper. i

-John Crouse, Wolcott, N.Y. i

22

mnner

When the aero-
space industry
went a little soft
around 1989, Dan Wallace, then a 20-
year veteran of that field, looked for a
fallback career. So, our Top Shop Tip
winner pursued with vigor something
he'd just dabbled in previously:
woodworking.

Fortunately, Dan survived the aero-
space slump (he now has 33 years in at
Boeing), and he became a darned gooc
woodworker, too, completing hundreds
of projects for both himself and paying
customers. These days, Dan and his
wife are restoring their Craftsman-style
home, and he's pursuing yet another
vocation: becoming a deacon.

f
For submitting
this issue's Top
Shop Tip, al left,
Dan Wallace
wins a Delta 6"
jointer (37-195).
Attaboy, Dan!

Matre a brrndle before cutting
a pile of parts

and extension temporarily attached to
my tablesaw's miter gauge, I crosscut
the entire bundle of blanks unti l I had
enough spacers for the cradle.

Wrapped in th is manner,  I  get  less
tear-out because the blanks back each
other up. And, I don't need to worry
about individual spacers getting kicked
back at me by the blade. As a bonus, I
can quickly count bundles instead of
spacers to know when I'm done.

-Dan Wallace, Lomita, Calif.

* '@

Tell us how you've solved a workshop
dilemma, and we'll send you $75 if we
print your solution. And, if we choose
your tip as the Top Shop Tip, you'll
also win a tool worth at least $250.

Send your best tips, along with pho-
tos or illustrations and your daytime
telephone number, to: Shop Tips,
WOODa MagazinerlT16 Locust St.,
GA-310, Des Moines,IA 50309-
3023. You can also e-mail tips to
shoptips @ woodmagazine.com, or
post them on our Top Shop Tip discus-
sion group at www.woodonline.com.

Because we try to publish only origi-
nal tips, please send your tips only to
WOOD magazine. Sorry, but we can't
return your materials.

WOOD magazine June/July 2002
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shop tips

Block self-centers
holes in dorltlel ends
While bui ld ing a bird feeder recent ly,  I
needed to center a hole in the end of a
1" dowel. The centering block I came up
with to do the job accurately works with
three different dowel diameters, and is
shown below.

I started by marking three straight
index l ines across a 1x13/qx9" hardwood
scrap, Using a t/q" brad-point bit in a
self-centering doweling j ig, I poked a
dimple in the block at each line. I then
bored 1/2",3/4', and 1" holes with Forstner
bits at each of the marks, respectively.
Finally, I cut a saw kerf where shown so
the block expands to accept dowels, and
can be clamped to hold them solidly.

To dril l  a t/q" hole in the end of a 1"
dowel, for example, I f irst insert the
dowel in the 1" hole in the center ing
block. Next, I clamp the centering block
in the dowel ing j ig,  a l igning the index
lines with the j ig's t/+"-hole index marks,
and dril l  the dowel.

I-]scar Eli. Milaca. Minn. :

Level.headed idea
hits the brrllts eye
I loved the Garden Footbridge project in
WOOb magazine issue 133, but lcame
up with an easier way to drill the spindle

holes. I bought a bull 's-eye level at the
hardware store for under $3. then affixed
it to the butt of my dril l  using a blob of
window putty.

The key to making this tip work is to
calibrate the level. To do this, I clamped
a3/ax5" bolt into my vise, as shown
below, using a level to make sure it was
perfectly plumb. (lf your vise's jaw faces
aren't plumb, you may need to shim
them or the base of the vise.)

Next, I chucked the threaded end of
the bolt into my dril l , and mounted the
bull 's-eye level. The window putty
allowed me to shift the level unti l the
bubble was centered precisely in the
bul l 's  eye.

-Dick Brown, MitchelL Ore.,
via W00D )NLINE@

Continued on page 28
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Gonueil
yourRouter

into the most
pl€Gise tool in

youf shop

RovnnSnop
b v --Ql 

E/A!/JN, w o o d w o ? k r n st T o o t s -

) Patented split table design,
use your cutter vertically or

horizontally for safety and versatility

> Crossfeed adjustment
System calculares and keeps
track of tedious measurements
for vou

> Control the movement of
your cutt€f position in
increments as small as l/54"

b y --+eru4Jtn< 
w o o d w o r k t n s To o r 5 "

> More precise and eaSi€f to use than
a traditional jointer

> Create invisible ioints tne entirc
length and thickness ofyour workpiece

> Easily cut sheet materials to size,
perfect fitting dados, rabbets, and more

> Use with a router or circular saw
N010



shop tips

Srnooth rorrgh
ioints with a r,vedge
Here's a trick l 've used over the years

to improve the appearance of less-than-
perfect edge-to-edge joints. The key to
success is a "feather wedge," a scrap of

the same species as the workPiece,
beveled about 3o on both sides. After

applying glue to the slot, gently tap the

wedge in place, and wait  unt i l  the glue

dries before sanding.
-Chuc| Hedlund, W00Do magazine shop manager

;;;;.r-.ilv flatten
dorrl6ls for flrilting
When dr i l l ing a ser ies of  in- l ine holes

along a dowel, even a slight roll of the
dowel misaligns the holes. To simplify
the task, I tape the dowel to a guide

board the same height as the dowel's
diameter, as shown in the drawing
below. With the guide board held
against the fence, the dowel can't
rotate.

-Mary Wing, Kingfield, Maine

Soap dish ttraLes
tiny glrre-ups tidY
Almost all of the woodworking I do is

segmented turnings, and I use all man-

ner of methods to apply glue to the seg-

ments-brush, roller bottle, and of
course, my finger on occasion. For small
pieces, I l ike to use my soap-dish-and-
sponge applicator.

The applicator consists of a covered
soap dish and a sponge cut to fit inside
it. In both long edges of the sponge, I

cut small glue "wells," where shown in

the drawing above.
Before fi l l ing the applicator with glue,

wet the sponge with water and wring it

out. Place the sponge into the soap dish,
apply glue to the top of the sponge, and
let it soak through, continuing unti l you

get glue all the way through the sponge.
Finally, f i l l  the wells on both sides with
glue unti l i t is almost level with the top of

the sponge.
It takes a little practice to get just the

right amount of glue on the workpiece.
But after experimenting with the length

of time the workpiece contacts the
sponge, the amount of pressure used,
and the motion of the piece during appli-

cation, you'l l soon wonder how you got

along without your soap-dish applicator.
At the end of the job, simply replace the
lid and stow the dish.

-Bob Uding, Homosassa SPrings, Fla.

For more great Shop Tips, look for
boxes l ike this one nestled among
the other articles in this issue.
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askwood

Make straight edges
withorrt a iointer
ff I'm trying to joint a straight

Y edge on a Piece of oak for a
kitchen tabletop, but the board is too
long, heavy, and awkward for good
results on my jointer. What's a better
way to produce a smooth surface for
edge-gluing?

-Mike Payeur, yia W00D 0NLINE

Answers to your questions from
letters, e-mails, and W00D ONL|NEo

Mike, a router outfitted with a
straight bit will do the job quite

nicely. For a long straightedge, just use
the factory edge of a sheet of medium-
density fiberboard or hardwood ply-
wood. Mark that edge, rip a piece about
8" wide to eliminate flexing, and you
have an 8' piece that, in our experience
here in the WOODo workshop, is always
perfectly straight.

Place your workpiece so that its edge
slightly overhangs your workbench.
Locate your straightedge on top of the

workpiece so that the router base rides
against the straightedge and the bit lightly
contacts the narowest spot on the work-
piece. Make sure the bit extends slightly
past the bottom face of your workpiece,
and you're ready to go. A trvo-flute, spi-
ral-cut bit will give you the smoothest sur-
face. Or, if you prefer, clamp the straight-
edge undemeath the workpiece within %"
of its edge, install a flush-nim bit in your
router, and allow the pilot bearing to ride
against the sfraightedge. A large-diameter
bearing works better than a small one.

If your workpiece has a significant bow
in it, cut it as straight as possible before
you start jointing. Using the narrowest
width for a measurement, snap a chalk
line the length of the board. Cut to that
line with a circular saw, bandsaw, or jig-
saw, then finish the job with your router
as described above.

-{/00D magazine

Continued on page i4



ask woodl
I
I
i 1|f I know you're supposed to

Y avoid cross'grain glue'uPs
beciause of wood movement, but what
about rail and stile assemblies? How
wide can the rail be without creating
movement problems?

-Phil Peterson, via W00D 0NLINE

The short answer is, don't wolry

too much about it, Phil. All wood

expands and contracts across the grain as

it absorbs and releases moisture, but the
percentage of change isn't great enough

: to affect typical rails and stiles. which

, are about 2" wide. Kelly Mehler, who

, makes solid-wood furniture in Berea,

: Kentucky, says that the movement of

: wood usually won't cause trouble in

; rails less than 6" in width. In addition,

. yellow glue has some "give" in it even

: after curing, which allows for a bit of

i movement, and Kelly likes to leave very

Rails, stilesr and wood rnovernent
Allow for wood
movement on
tabletops and
other large
pieces, but don't
worry about rails
and st i les. Small
pieces don't
move enough to
create problems.

sli-sht gaps at

each edge of a

tenon (not on the

cheeks) to pro-

vide still more

breathins room.

For pieces that are wider than the norlrl,

note that a plainsawn board will move

about twice as much as a quaftersawn

board of the same species. And, among

the most popular fumitr.rre woods, plain-

sawn white oak moves significantly more

than red oak. cherry, or walnut. and twice

as much as mahogany.

If you want to delve even more deeply

into the subject. follow Kelly Mehler's

example. "As a fumituremaker working

only in solid wood, I have to krtou'how

wood wil l  behave," Kel ly says. "I  can't  go

by hearsay." So he ref-ers to the kind of

data that you find in Urderstcurlirtg

Woocl, by R.Bruce Hoadley (available tor

$21 .96 throu-eh Amazon.com). There

you'll find a table listing shrinkage values

for most of the woods you'll ever use, and

a formula for calculating the effects of

shrinkin-e and swelling.
-W00Do magazine

Quartersawn

Plainsawn WooO movement Y2 J

Quartersawn lumber, identi f iable by i ts
nearly vert ical end grain, shrinks and
swells much less than Plainsawn.

Cottt ir t t tecl ort puge .)6

Wood movement 1/q" --+'

1 0 "  - I

hed oak 
*%;6*tu4

Circle No. 895
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5-Piece Gove Set
1/2" Shank Rouler Bits
1/4'R, 3/8"8, 1/2'R,

f tllnn 518"R' 3/4"R

WL-2015 OUR PRICE OlltY ${9 set

5-Piece Roundnose (Core Box)Set
!*""r*r** 1/2" $hank ROUtef EilS

,tll?d 3/8"0, 1/2"0, 3/4"0, 1"0, 1-112"02

;ib** ouR pRtcE orry ${9 ser
13-Piece Dovetail Set rlllS nrn

ffirrd;J if5iixg1ii:"''.
WL-2014 OUR PRICE Olltv ${9 srt

, r 6-Piece Bullnose $et

'ttt** * ;t;-;;*i:',-;Ird =
I rf l13 nrnr o/a"0,3/c"0, r"o
WL-2013 OUR PRICE OxtV $89 set

3-Piece Cabinet Door Set rll00

* tt> * l'-fi;i'1'f,['lll'3i,31*r,,, -Til:
' '-!-.|':;* :i:,t 2 3/4" 0gee Panel Baiser

WL-2019 OUR PRICE 0llLV $65 set

n 5-Piece Moulding Set
12" Shank Router Bits

rrf ?3 nn
WL-2011 OUR PRICE 0tltV $99 set

Gel your FHEE
calalog and see our
great selection ol
Eits and Culters

WOODLINE ARIZONA, lnc.
P.O. Box 298 . Temeculq, CA 92593

Arcat Rouler Eits & Shapr Catters!
8e sl 9eh ctlon.., 8e el hl ae

0rder Toll Free
1.800-472.6950

Most ilems in slock r All maior credil catds accepted
Sama-day shipping!! . Shipping $3.75/$100 + $4.75

5-Piece Carbide-
Tipped Forslner Bit $et
3/8" Shank lot Orill Press
35mm, 1 114", 1, 314", 618"

ilrt
wL-2018 UR PRICE oxtY s39 set

W00DLINE's 0uality Bits and
Gutlers leature:
. Tough Micro-Grain Garbide
r Euro Anli-Kickback Design
. Super-slick Non-stick linish
. Super Low Pdces

Checlr our website lor
new producls:

www.woodbits.com

15-Piece 1/2" Shank Set lncludes:
Chamfer
Cove -

lER,3/A'R, 1/4'R
Roundover -

1fr',R,3/r'R, 1/4',R
Roman Ogee -

1/fR
Slraight Bils -

3/4'R,1EB, 1/4'R
Roundover -

1tP',B,3/8n, 1/4'R
1/2" Dovetail
1/?'Roundovet
1"GL Flush Trim
Rabbet 8il

wL-2022
OUR PRICE 0XLY $59 set

15-Piece 1/4" Shank Set
same as WL-2022 except 1/4" shank

WL-2021 OUR PRICE 0lltY s59 set

5-Piece Cabinet Door $et rfl?? wn
lncludesr
3/4" Bore Shaper Cutler
1-pc Bail & Stile {Roman Ogee}
4 5/8" Panel Raiser (Ogee)
0oor Lip
Glue Joint
Drawer Loeker

6ffiU,
,-6- S"
WL-1505 OUR PRIGE 0lltY $l ?9 set

6-Piece Gabinel Door $el lncludes:
2-pc Rai l& St i le

(Roman 0gee)
2 3/4" D Panel

Raiser (0gee)
Door Lip

.ff', fnl$,mftfr. :orors, Sllijl'ij,",
wl-zozo ouC inrcE oiltv $l f 9 set

TffiA fl;filll' Grassicar set rf l30
2 Classical - 5i32"R & 1i4"R, 1 Wavy
2 0gee - 5f32"R & 1/4"R, 1 Filel
2 Roman 0gee - 5/32'R & 1/4"R
(1i2" Shank Rouler Bils)

OUR PRICE 0iltY $99 setwL-2016

t€€

E ITTfr
:

5-Piece Dovetail $et
1/2" Shank Rouler Bits
g" - 112"
14' - 3/8', 112",318,314',

rf30 nn
WL-2017 OUR PRICE OttY $19 set

30-Piece Professional Set
lncludes:
5 Straighl bits
3 Dovetails
3 Gore Box
3 Gove Bits
6 Roundovers
2 Flush Trim
1 Panel Bil
2 Roman 0gee
2 Slot Cutters
1 "V" Groove
1 Ghamfer
1 BevelTrim Bit

WL-2010 OuR PRICE OllLV $ll}9 set

,,.re!r. '. 1/2" Shank Rouler Bils "':, *.,,1

ask wood

Which is better,
red oak or urhite?
f| | want to build a wall unit out of

\| oak. The local building suPPlY
stoie only has red oak. Should I drive
an extra hour to check out white oak?

-Phil Peterson, Crown Point,lnd.

You didn't say what style you're
using. Arts and Crafts or mission

style, for example, might require quar-
tersawn white oak. This type of cut in
white oak has a stunning ray flake and is
quite eye-catching. I've built several
pieces from this type of wood, and all
have turned out wonderfully. Most white
oak has a high content of tannic acid,
and can be darkened with ammonia by a
process called fuming, which also is
something to consider.

-Bobert Phillips, San Antonio, Texas

The grain on red oak is more
open. When I use red oak, I like

to fill the grain with thinned wood putty.
If I don'r, stain will fill the grain and will
take much longer to dry completely, a
must before you put on your clear finish.
White oak seems harder than red and has
straighter grain.

-Dave LehnerL Milford, 1hio

Got a clrrestion?
lf you're looking for an answer to a woodworking
question, write to Ask W00D, 1716 Locust St.,
GA 310, Des Moines, lA 50309-3023 or send us
an e-mailat askwood@mdp,com. For immedi-
ate feedback from your fellow woodworkers, post
your question on one of our discussion groups at
www.woodonline.com.
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develop your shop skills

srgn-your
Ill7Ofll-
in bmss
You donnt need artistic talent to
etch a nifty nameplate. What
you need is ferric chloride.

ou've just built a fine piece of
furniture, you're proud of it, and
you want to put your name on it.

You could grab an ink pen and sign your
autograph or buy a custom-made brand-
ing iron, but we have another suggestion.
Let us show you how to create a maker's
mark that will add a distinctive touch of
quality to your best projects.

With a sheet of brass and readily avail-
able chemicals, you can produce truly
handsome nameplates in an endless vari-
ety of designs. Personalize them however
you please. For example, you might
choose your initials, your nulme, or the
name of your business, and spruce it up
with the image of a woodworking tool or
any shape that snikes your fancy.

Itts easy to learn
We picked up the process from Ron
Coleman, a woodworker in Columbus,

Ohio. It's onlv one of
many ways to etch

brass, copper, and other soft'metals. We
like this one because it's effective, anyone
can learn to do it, and the results look great.

You'll need a small, brass sheet of what-
ever thickness you prefer. We used brass
about .05" thick, which is available at
hobby stores and some home centers, and
is easy to work with. You'll also need
ftansparency film, available at office sup-
ply stores; access to a printer; photo emul-
sion, which is carried by art stores (we
used Hunt Speedball Screen hinting
Photo Emulsion); ferric chloride etchant,
available at our local Radio Shack in a 16-
ounce bottle for $3.49; a small pane of
glass in any thickness; a plastic or glass

ffay; and a 300-watt light bulb.
Smaller bulbs will do the job, too,

but the process takes longer.
Artwork holds the key to a

nice nameplate, and it's easy
to produce with a computer,
clip-art software, and a laser-

jet or ink-jet printer. We located

F,g woodworking images on our soft-
ware, blended them with lettering to

make designs that look good on our

woodworking projects, and printed the
results on fransparency filtn.

Make your design in the standard
black-on-white format, then print it out
as a reversed negative. That means the let-
ters are printed backwards, all letters and
objects are clear, and the background is
black. Because the image is reversed, the
printed side will go against the brass dur-
ing the next step. This gives you the
sharpest possible results.

A raised lip around the background adds
a nice framing effect for most designs.
Make the lip at least one full point wide.

Set your printer for ffansparency film,
and load it with film that's made for print-
ers. Print it out and check for crisp edges
and dense black areas.
Put a fine jeweler's blade in your scroll-

saw, and cut the brass stghtly bigger than
the image you've created. Or, if you know
you're going to want several nameplates,
save time by printing them on one piece
of film, and size the brass to match.

Now, clean the brass thoroughly with
water and 400-grit wet/dry sandpaper.
Hold the workpiece by the edges, to keep

WOOD magazine June{uly 2002



Porcelain socketoily fingerprints off the flat surface. Dry it
with a lint-free towel.

See wlrat develops
Putting an image onto the surface of brass
is similar to developing a photograph on
paper. As in a photo darkroom, you'll
work in subdued lighting.

Following the manufacturer's directions,
mix the two-part photo emulsion. Brush
an even, fairly thick layer onto the brass.
Place the workpiece in a drawer and let it
dry in darkness for an hour. Check it for a
uniform, hole-free coating.

Now, let's make the exposure. Place the
brass on a flat surface, put the transparen-
cy film on top so that it reads correctly,
and lay a clean pane of glass on the film.
Position your light bulb, equipped with a
reflector, about 12 inches above the glass.
We used a 300-watt bulb that cost about
$5, and made the reflector by cuuing a
hole in an aluminum pie pan, as shown in
the drawing, right.
Turn on the light and let it shine on the

workpiece for 45 minutes. Ultraviolet
light from the bulb will reach the emul-
sion through the clear areas and cause it to
harden. The emulsion under the black
areas will remain soft enough to wash off.
Take the brass to a sink, and rinse it in

room temperafure tap water, as shown in
Photo A. The uncured areas will wash
away, leaving the desired image behind in

Rinse off all of the photo emulsion after
an adequate exposure to light. Use a soft
brush, if necessary, but be careful not to
damage the hardened resist.

the form of a chemical-proof "resist." Set
the brass aside for an hour to dry and to
let the resist harden.

Moue sorne rnetal
You don't want to etch the back of the
nameplate, so seal it with packing tape.
Or, you can apply a coat of clear lacquer
on the back. Now, it's time for the fenic
chloride. Wear old clothes, rubber gloves,
and safety glasses. This brown liquid per-
manently stains just about anything it con-

Some patience is required for the actual
etching. You'll start to see results quick-
ly, though, as dark lines of sediment flow
away from the unprotected areas.

tacts, such as skin and clothes, and etches
most metals, including stainless steel.
Put the brass sheet in the ffay, then pour

in enough ferric chloride to cover it. You
can accelerate the process slightly if you
wann the fenic chloride to about 100" F.
before starting to etch. Agitate the liquid
by rocking the ray gently in every direc-
tion. We found that nearly constant
motion produces the best results. As you
keep the ferric chloride moving, it eats
into the brass and washes away the
residue at the same time. The process
moves even faster when you brush the
surface occasionally with an inexpensive
paint brush, as shown in Photo B.

Stay at it for about 45 minutes. Check
the nameplate occasionally by lifting it out
of ttre ferric chloride with your gloved
hands or plastic tongs. When the etching
looks right, remove the nameplate and
rinse it with water. Be sure to follow the
directions on the container to dispose of
the used fenic chloride.

Remove the tape from the back and
edges, or clean the brass with lacquer thin-
ner if you used lacquer. Wash the face of
the workpiece with bleach to remove the
photo resist, or simply peel it off. Cut out
the nameplates with a jeweler's blade on

Continued on page 40

Brass sheet
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develop your shoP Skills

your scrollsaw, as shown in Photo C, and
file or sand the edges smooth.

Ghoose a background
Brass looks great with no embellishment,
but a dark or rich color makes a sfriking
background for your design. For a nicely
weathered look, we brushed on a coating
of brass darkening solution, and rinsed it
offwith water about a minute later. You
can buy this solution from Chesapeake
Woodworkers Sales. Call 800/287 -4012,

or log on to www.woodmatters.com to
order item number J-3492, a 2-ounce bot-
tle of brass darkening solution, for $1.75,
plus shipping and handling.

If you'd rather have some other color,
spray the entire face of the nameplate with
the appropriate enamel paint. After the
paint dries, or after you've rinsed off the
darkening solution, place a sheet of 600-
grit, wet/dry sandpaper on a flat surface,
such as the glass you used above. Lay the
nameplate face-down on the sandpaper

With a very fine jeweler's blade in our
scrollsaw, and good lighting, we were
able to cut out our round nameplates
smoothly and accurately.

and rub it lightly, as shown in Photo D, to
remove the paint from the raised areas.

Roll a piece of tape, sticky side out, and
put it on the back of the nameplate if you
find the brass slipping away from you.
Work slowly and carefully, to avoid
removing color from the recessed ilreas.

For a higher polish, repeat the sanding
process with 1,000-gnt paper. When
you're satisfied with the nameplate's
appearance, dry it off, and coat it with
clear lacquer to prevent tarnishing.

Tape 600-grit weUdry sandpaper onto the
piece of glass used earlier. A rolled-up
piece of tape on the back of the name-
plate keeps your finger from slipping.

We made our nameplates to alVq" diam-
eter, matching the size of a Forsfirer bit.
Drill a shallow hole in the bottom orback
of a project, apply epoxy, and fit the
nameplate into place. Or, include blank
spaces in yo.gr design, where yorr candrill
holes for small, brass screws.ll-

Photographs: D.E. Smith Photography;
Baldwin Photography

ff waiting for a finish to dry "ffi

Ijust won't fly - we have just ttre right product for
you - ZAR@ UITM Oil-Based Interior Polyurettrane.
ZAR LIIRA provides a beautiful, smooth finish in iust
d houts. ZAR's extremely durable formula makes it
ideal for high usage areas, such as floors, cabineB,
furniture and doors.

TARUIIP.A, ilrc fastestwny to abeaunfulfinish!
For o free brochure ond deoler neorest you, coll l-8@-272-3235 or visil www.ugl.com 40 WOOD rnagazlne June{uly 2002



Your best
tools deserve
a top-drawer
stor-age box.

Fu"ry woodworker has some treasured tools that deserve the ultimate in protected storage.

f _They may include a marking gauge that belonged to your great-grandfather or a set of carving
flgouges you purchased this morning. Whatever their vintage, precision tools and sharp edges
will last longer and work better when protected. The felt-lined trays of our Arts and Crafts design meet
that need. And the removable tool tote lets frequently used tools travel first-class.
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271/2'

\  1/2, '

#8 x 2" F.H. wood screw

l-
I

I
I
I

I
I

i

%0" chamfers along
edges and end

7a" rabbet t/a" deep
along top and back edge

7e" dadoes
t/a" deep

7sz" countersunk hole centered in a
t/2"-sqLlare mortise 1/4" deep

s/sz" hole,
countersunk

# 8 x 1 1 / z ' F . H .
wood screw

#B  x  2 "  F .H . '
wood screw
through
5/gz" hole,
countersunk
on outside

17',

2" 1/1G"

chamfers

) r,r""

Drtll sAz" countersunk holes centered
in the raiVdrawer runner rabbet and

dadoes of each side, where shown on
Drawing 1.

Make a custom sanding block by stick-
ing adhesive-backed 120-grit sandpaper
to a piece of the curve's waste.

-- #8 x 2" F.H.

--E
25Aa

t-,+_€
E cnncnse 221/2"

7sz" countersunk hole centered in a
tZ"-square mortise t/q" deep

Begin r rith the sides
Note: Throughout this project, sand all
the parts to 220 grit before assembly.

Edge-join a t/+x14x36" blank for the
sides (A). With the glue dry, sand it

smooth, and cut the sides to the size
shown in the Materials List.

Install a 7s" dado blade in your table-
saw, and cut the dadoes and rabbets,

where dimensioned on Drawing 1. Note
that the sides are mirror images of each
other, not identical.

Mark the ends and midpoint of the
curved cutout at the bottom of each

side (A). Flex a thin strip of wood to con-
nect the three points of each curve, and
mark the curve with a pencil. Bandsaw
just to the waste side of the line, then
sand to the line as shown in Photo A.

Mark the centers of the two square
mortises on the outside face of each

side (A). The mortises are centered on
the width of the dadoes for the bottom
(E). Remove most of the waste with a th."
Forstner bit, then square the corners with
a chisel. Drill a y':2" countersunk hole
centered in each of the mortises.

www.woodonline.corn

Cut the two glue blocks (B), and glue
and clamp them to the front inside

faces of the sides (A), where shown on
Drawing 1.

Make the rernainirrg
Garcase cotmponents

Plane -7+" stock to s/s" thick for the
rails (C) and the drawer runners (D).

Check the stock's fit in the dadoes in the
sides (A). Cut the parts to size.

Chuck a chamfering bit in your
table-mounted router, and ront Vro"

chamfers around each rail's front edge.
Keep this router-table setup for cham-
fering other parts.

Plane enough lumber to s/a" thick to
edge-join as/exl4x24" blank for the

bottom (E). With the glue dry, cut the
bottom to size. Rout t/t6" chamfers
around the front edge.

Cut four tAxlt/qx57/s" blanks for the
corbels (F). Make four photocopies

of the full-size corbel in the WOOD
PATTERNSo insert in the center of the
magazine, and use spray adhesive to
adhere them to the blanks. Bandsaw and
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sand the corbels to the pattern line. Rout
t/ro" chamfers along the edges, where
shown on the pattern.

Edge-join azAxl6x29" blank for the
top (G). With the glue dry, cut it to

size and sand it smooth. Rout %0" cham-
fers along the edges and ends. Drill and
chisel square mortises, and drill cen-
tered holes, where shown on Drawing 1.
, Cut a VzxVzxl}" blank for the plugs

(H). Sand %0" chamfers around
each end. Use a fine-toothed handsaw
to cut a 3h"-long plug from each end of
the blank. Repeat the chamfering and
cutting until you have eight plugs.

Cut a t/qx2x23" blank for the apron
(D, and set it aside. It wil l be

trimmed to finished size after the car-
case is assembled.

Make the bacl:
Cut the outer stiles (J), inner stiles
(K), top rail (L), and bottom rail

(M) to size.'i 
Install a V4" dado blade in your

'tablesaw, and cut centered grooves
in one edge of parts J, L, and M, and
both edges of part K.

Install a 3/8" dado blade in your
' tablesaw, and adjust it to cut Vq"

deep. Screw an auxil iary extension to
your tablesaw's miter gauge. Clamp a
stopblock to the extension to control
the cuts. Using a test piece the same
thickness as the stiles and rails, form
a 3/s" -long tenon. Test the fit in the
stile and rail grooves, and make any
necessary adjustments. When you are

37r, 
- 1/ra" chamfer on back edge

HM
3"

satisfied with the fit, cut tenons on the
ends of the inner stiles (K), top rail (L),
and bottom rail (M).

: Referring to Drawing 2, mark the
cutout on the lower edge of the bot-

tom rail. As with the cutout in the sides
(A), cut and sand it to shape.
, .. Resaw t/q"-thick stock, then edge-
.. ,' 'join and plane a Vqxlox26" blank
for the center panel (N) and outer pan-
els (O). Cut the panels tq size. To allow
for wood movement, the panels are t/o"

shorter and Ve" narrower than the maxi-
mum groove-to-groove dimensions.

Glue and clamp together the back,
positioning the edges of the inner

stiles (K) 3%" from the outer stiles (J).
Secure each panel with a drop of glue in
the upper and lower rail grooves, cen-
tered on the width of each panel. Make
certain that the assembly is square and
flat. Rip a Vqx3/8xI0" strip for the fillers
(P), and cut them to length. Glue them
into the grooves, where shown on
Drawing 2.

. Install a 5/8" dado blade in vour
... tablesaw, and cut a3/s"-deep g.oout

in the inside face of the back. where
shown on Drawing 1. Rout Vro" cham-
fers on the outside back edges of the
outer stiles (J) and bottom rail (M).

Assernble the carcase
r Apply glue to the vertical rabbets at
, the rear inner edge of each side (A),

and clamp the back in place, aligning
the dadoes and groove that receive the
bottom (E). Slide the bomom into posi-
tion, check that its front edge is VB"
proud of the front edges of the sides,
and clamp it in place. Using the holes in
the square counterbores as guides, drill
pilot holes and drive in the screws.
. ., To position the no-mortise hinges
' on the bottom (E), measure the dis-

tance between the sides (A), and cut a
z/qxlvz" piece of scrapwood to this
length. (Ours is 22V2".) Tape the large

r#J l'll I
E encr MEWED FRoM rNsrDE) 

=| f

Horry to crrt a
perfectly centered
grooue
It's easy to make a perfectly cen-
tered groove in the edge of a
board. Set your rip fence by care-
ful measurement, then make a test
groove in scrapwood that matches
the thickness of your stock. Turn
off the saw, and put the opposite
face of the scrapwood against the
fence. lf the blade aligns perfectly
with the groove just cut, you're
centered. lf the blade doesn't line
up, as shown at right, adjust your
fence, and repeat the test with a
new piece of scrap.
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To poEition th€ hing€s on the bottom (E), tape thelr large leaves Wilh the back panel glued and clamped betuveen the sideg and
to a spacar, Apply double.lac€d tap€ to the small leaves. P]€ss lhe bottom sct€wed in place, drill piloi holes, and drive in l'|e
them in plac€, ksaping the apacer flush wlth the sldes' edgea. screws that fasten the rails.

leaf of each hinge 2Vro" from each end
of the scrapwood, and apply double-
faced tape to the other leaf, as shown in
Photo B. Position the scrapwood flush
with the front edges of the sides, and
press down, adhering the double-faced
taped leaves to the bottom's front edge.
Pivot the scrapwood forward, exposing
the hinge leaves. Drill pilot holes, and
remove the hinges.

$ Position the rails (C) in the dadoes
*tand rabbets in the sides with their
front edges %" proud of the sides' front
edges. Using the countersunk holes in
the sides as guides, drill pilot holes and
drive the screws as shown in Photo G.

,fi Referring to Drawing 1, drill counter-
*H 

sunk 5Az" holes centered in the
length of each drawer runner (D). Center
the runners in the dadoes and rabbets in
the sides (A), leaving a VB" gap at the
front and back. Using the holes in the
runners as guides, drill pilot holes in the
sides. Applying glue only at their cen-
ters, screw the runners to the sides.

f, Center the top (G) on the carcase
#assembly, and using the holes in the
counterbores as guides, drill pilot holes
in the upper end of each side (A). Drive
the screws to fasten the top.

ffi elace a drop of glue in the counter-
L# bores in the sides (A) and the top
(G), and tap in the plugs (H).
Il Check the dimension between the
t sides (A), retrieve the apron (I)

blank, and cut it to finished length.
Referring to Drawing 1, mark the ends
and midpoint of the curve on the apron.

www.woodonline.corn

Following the same procedure you used
for the sides and back, mark, saw, and
sand the cutout to shape.

ffiTurn the carcase assembly upside
lJdown on your workbench, and glue
the apron (I) to the bottom (E) and the
glue blocks (B). While the carcase is
still upside down, glue the corbels (F)
into place, where shown on Drawing 1.
The front corbels hide the rail-screw
heads. Apply glue only t<i the corbels'
long edges. Use masking tape to hold
them in place while the.glue dries.

Make the parleled door

ff The door is %" smaller in length
& and width than the carcase opening.

#6 x lz" F.H. wood screw (Magnetic catch strike)
s/sz" hole centered in width and length

Our opening is 8/zx22Vz". If yours is
different, make the necessary adjust-
ments to the door parts. Cut the outer
stiles (Q), rails (R), and inner stiles (S)
to size. Referring to Drawing 3 and fol-
lowing the same procedure you used for
the back assembly, cut the grooves and
tenons in the door parts.

$Resaw 
t/c"-thick stock, then edge-

trjoin and plane a %xlDxl2" blank
for the center panel (T) and outer panels
(U). Cut the panels to size. Dry-assem-
ble the door parts to check their fit. As
with the back, the panels are under-
sized. Position the edges of the inner
stiles (S) 3" from the outer stiles (Q).
When you're satisfied with the fit, glue

#6xt/2" F.H. wood screw,#r

hil m{
(Magnetic catch str\)

t/+" grooves \
7e" deep centered L---__-?\ I
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and clamp the door together in the same
manner as the back. Make sure the door
is flat and square. With the glue dry,
drill a centered pull hole in the top rail,
and set the door aside.

Cut a zAxzAxI}" blank for the stops
(V). Referring to Drawing 4, drill

counterbores and pilot holes %" from
each end, then cut the stops to size.
Screw the magnet cups in place, but do
not insert the magnets. Glue the stops to
the underside of the lower rail (C).
where shown.

Make a 1lair of drawers
Plane 7+" stock to t/2" thick for the
drawer fronts/backs (W) and the

drawer sides (X). Cut the parts to size.
Cut a t/+" groove V+" deep in parts W
and X for the drawer bottom (Y), where
shown on Drawing 5.

Form the lock-rabbet joint shown in
Drawing 5a by following the four-

step sequence shown in Drawing 6. Use
a t/qx6x6" follower block to prevent
chip-out and to steady the narrow parts
when makine the cuts. Use a zero-clear-

t/+" grooves 1/4" deep
t/+" from edge

@
' ' :

, l l' , l l

12

t/2" counterbore
t/+" deep with a
5/aq" hole t/2" deep
centered inside

[=*.;q

1 " *

FRONT

ance insert for your tablesaw when
making the cuts in Step 1. Drill holes
for the drawer pulls, where shown on
Drawing 5.

Cut the bottoms (Y) to size, and
dry-assemble the drawers to check

the fit of the parts, Glue and clamp
together the drawers, making certain
they are flat and square.

Graft a handy tool tote
Plane /+" stock to t/2" thick for the
sides (Z), ends (AA), divider (BB),

and brackets (CC). Cut the sides, ends,
and divider to size. Cut the groove in
the sides and ends for the bottom (EE),
where shown on Drawing 7.

a.
1/q" -

71" l- ll
m

!-'' *u:'T-Tf
- - - l /

Zero-clearance
insert

HOW TO CUT
A LOCK.RABBET JOINT

STEP l: Cut centered grooves in both
ends of the fronts and backs.

STEP 2: Remove part of the inside lip
of the grooves just cut.

STEP 3: Cut t/e"-deep rabbets in the
ends of the drawer sides.

STEP 4: Cut a /e" saw kerf to form the
interlocking notch.

s/sz" hole
centered in width
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Cut the rabbets in the ends of the
sides (Z), the dado at the midpoint

of each end (AA), and the handle notch-
es in the divider (BB), where shown on
Drawing 7. Rout Vte" chamfers on these
parts where shown.

,Cut VzxlVzx\Vz" blanks for the' 
brackets (CC). Make two copies of

the bracket on the pattern insert, and
adhere them to the blanks with spray

adhesive. Drill the sZ" holes. and scroll-
saw and sand the brackets to shape.
Rout the Vro" chamfers, where shown
on the pattern.
,:: Cut the handle (DD) from a length

"' of 3A" oak dowel, and sand a rAo"
chamfer at each end.

Slip the brackets (CC) into the
notches in the divider (BB). Drill

pilot holes through the brackets and

divider, and drive in the copper nails.
Insert the handle (DD) through the
holes in the brackets, drill pilot holes,
and drive in the nails. Set the handle
assembly aside.
,-. Cut the bottom (EE) to size. Glue

and clamp the sides and ends to the
bottom, then drill nail pilot holes in the
corners, where shown on Drawing 7.
Drive in the nails.

%o" chamfers

Stalr tuned to learn horr to rnake
custom tool holdels
Are you pumped up to build this project?
Well, get going on it now, because in
issue 144 we'll show you how to make tool-
protecting custom drawer inserts.

r/q" gloove t/q" deep
/a" from edge

t/z" tabbet
t/q" deep

t/ro" chamfers

1OYz' t/z" dado
tA" deep

Erore
1" copper nai l

s/aq" hole

1" copper nai l

%o" chamfers

www.woodonline.com

7oq" hofe 3/4" deep
1" copper nai l
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Now appfy the finish
and asserrrble

Apply the stain. (We used Zar
Salem Maple.) With the stain dry,

brush on two coats of satin poly-
urethane, lightly sanding with 220-grit
sandpaper after the first coat.

Fasten the pulls with their machine
screws. Align the escutcheons, as

shown on Drawings 3 and 5. Using the
holes in the escutcheons as guides, drill
pilot holes for the escutcheon pins.
Drive in the pins.

Screw the hinges to the bottom (E),
and flip them open. Pull the chest to

the edge of your workbench. With the
door held straight down, position the
hinge leaves on its bottom edge.
Centering the door on its opening, drill
pilot holes and drive in the screws.

Press magnets into the cups. To
position the screws that act as catch

strikes, stick #6xVz" flathead wood
screws to the centers of the magnets.
Press the door against them, marking
their positions. Drill countersunk pilot
holes and drive in the screws.

To line the bottom of the drawers
and the tote, cut pieces of poster

board %" smaller in lensth and width

than the inside dimensions of the draw-
ers and tote. Apply double-faced tape to
the bottom of the poster board around
its perimeter. Cut fabric 2" larger rn
length and width than the poster board.
We used green felt. Center the poster
board, top down, on the fabric, and trim
the corners, where shown on Drawing 8.
Fold the fabric onto the tape. Place the
liners in the drawers and tote. Slide the
divider assembly into the dadoes in the
tote's ends. Drill pilot holes, and drive
in the copper nails. cl

A. sides EQO

B glue blocks s/qu 3/c' 2u Q0

C rails s/a' 2u 22s/c' Q0

D drawer runners 5/s' 1" 101/q' O0

E. bottom s/au 127/a' 22Vq' EQO

F corbels 3/qo 1Vt' 57/a' Q0

G- top 3/c' 15' 271/z' EQO

H- plugs l/zu 1/zo vs' Q0

V+u 2' 221/z' Q0

J outer stiles

K inner stiles lqu 2' 12t/q' Q0

L top rail Vc' 2' 19Vz' 00

M bottom rail 3/q' 3" 191/2' Q0

N-center oanel 1/q' 91/a' 12%0" EQO

0*outer oanels 1/qu 33/q' 12%0" Q0

P- fillers QO

Q outer stiles QO

R rails Vqu 2u 19i/s" Q0

S inner stiles lcu 2' 51/B' Q0

T- center oanel 1/q' 9" 5/ro" EQO

U. outer panels 1/t, 35/a' 51Aa" QO

V- stops 3/tu 3/q' 1n  Q0

W fronts/backs l/zu 1t5/rc" 22t/ta" QO

X sides 1/zu |1s/$tt 121/stt Q0

Y bottoms 117/8" 211sA6" oP

Z sides 22', Q0
AA ends 1/zu 2' 101/z' Q0

BB divider i/z' 1s/s' 21r/z' Q0

CC- brackets 1/z' 11/2', 5o Q0

DD handle %"-diam. 61/4' W0

EE bottom t/cu 101/2, 21t/2', OP

-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials Key: EQO-edge-joined quartersawn white
oak, Q0luartersawn white oak, OP-oak plywood,
WO-white oak dowel.

Supplies: #4xt/2" tlalhead wood screws (2), #8x1t/z'
flathead wood screws (6), #8x2'flathead wood screws (14),
#6xt/z flathead wood screws (2), 22x28" poster board
(2), double-faced tape, fabric.

Buying Guide
Hardware. %" tapered ring pulls no. 01A63.01 , $1.70 ea.
(5); 2xt%0" plain-end no-mortise hinges no. 00H51.02,
$.70 ea. (2\',t/e" rare-earth magnets n0.99K32.03, $.43
ea. (2); magnet cups no.99K32.52, $.45 ea. (2); 1" cop-
per rose-head boat nails no. 91230.03, $9.50 for a 1'lb,
box. Lee Valley Tools, P.0. Box 1780, Ogdensburg, NY
13669. Call800/871-8158, or go to www.leevalley,com.

Written by Robert J. Settich with KentWelsh
Project design: Kent Welsh
lllustrations: Mike Mittermeier; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

17',3/q'

o0

83/s'

t l

crrtting diagrarn

@ @ @
3/q x 51/z x 96" Oak

3/t x 36" White oak dowel

"Resaw and/or plane to the thickness
shown in the Materials List.

\

Poster board
(back)

@ @ @
3/qx51 /2x72"  Oak  (3  needed)

3/ax51/z x 96" Oak

3/qx51/z x 96" Oak

3/qx51/z x 96" Oak (2 needed)

1/q x 24 x 48" Oak plywood
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Itts of,tcial: Irumber treated with Chromated Copper Arsenate (CCA) won't
be available afier the year 2003.Vl/hat chemicals will take its place?Will they cost
extra? And what should you do with CCA structures Jrou alrready have?

t's hard to deny the advantages of
pressure-treated lumber fo1 back-
yard decks, play sets, and other

outdoor structures. Its low cost, avail-
ability, strength, and durability, even in
direct contact with the ground, make it
a good material for building lasting
outdoor projects.

These days, about 90 percent of the
treated wood sold for residential use gets
its protection from chromated copper
arsenate (CCA). See the sidebar at right
for more about how CCA works.

In recent months, arguments over the
safety of CCA have heated up. The result
was an agreement between manufacfur-
ers and the United States Environmental
hotection Agency (EPA) to phase out
CCA lumber as a residential-use product
by no later than December 3I,2W3.

TIre problerrls
Fears with CCA center around the
arsenic component. Classified by the
EPA as a resfficted-use pesticide and a
hazardous material, arsenic is also a
known carcinogen, but has long been
deemed safe in this application.

We now know that some arsenic
leaches back out of treated wood over
time. Exactly how much leaches out is a
hot debate. Regardless, the arsenic can

contaminate soil or groundwater or be
ingested by people and animals: (Arsenic
can't be absorbed through the skin.)

Manufacturers and the EPA consider
the amounts too small to cause undue
risk. Opponents of CCA, such as the
Environmental Working Group, say that
significant risks exist, especially for chil-
dren playing on treated structures.
Whichever side of the argument you're
on, evidence of illness or deaths directly
attributable to CCA exposure seems in
short supply.

Upcorning options
With CCA going away, what alterna-
tives do you have for building lasting
outdoor wood structures? See the chart
at the top of the following page for a
quick overview of options.

Pos.sible health risks, especially for
children, associated with arsenic in
CCA-treated wood have led to new
products treated with safer chemicals.
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tanfairCedar

tanfair

CCA pine excellenl excellent green gray low excellent

ACQ pine excellent excellent green gray moderate limited-

Copper Azole pine excellent excellent green brownish moderate limited-

gray moderate

Redwood excellent brown limited--

Cypress gray moderate limited--
-Avai lability will improve as manufacturers/retailers switch products.
**More prominent in some parts of country: redwood on West Coast, cypress in south and southeast

IVofe; You may see copper-azole lumber listed as copper boron azole (CBA). New formulations won't
contain borates, though, because they are water soluble and offer only short{erm protection.

The naturally resistant woods come promising. In standard industry tests,
from slow-growing trees. Readily- both perform with effectiveness similar
available, fast-growing southern yellow to CCA. Expect to see lumber treated
pine, therefore, likely will remain the with these chemicals showing up on
wood of choice for outdoor use. But two store shelves soon. Depending on con-
newer, safer chemicals will be used to sumer demand, you still may see CCA
treat it instead of CCA. products on shelves, too.

Amine Copper Quat (ACQ) cunently
gets the most press as an alternative. It
relies on copper as a main ingredient, but
replaces arsenic and chromium with solu-
tions of ammonia. None of these chemi-
cals are known or suspected carcinogens.
ACQ-treated lumber looks similar to
CCA, with a slightly more brown color.

ACQ-treated products, currently sold
under the Preserve and Preserve Plus
names, have been around for about seven
years, mainly on a special-order basis. As
ACQ lumber moves to regular stock,
look for prices 10-25 percent higher than
current CCA prices. This increase stems
from the higher cost of the chemicals.

Copper-azole represents the newest
chemical. Used in Japan and Europe for
some time, it has been produced in the
United States for about a year.

Like ACQ, copper-azole contains no
EPA-listed hazardous chemicals, or any
known or suspected carcinogens. In fact,
azole is used to treat swimming pools
and commercially-grown fruit.

Copper in the mix gives this lumber a
greenish tint similar to ACQ or tradition-
al CCA lumber, but copper-azole will
weather to a brownish tone instead of
gray. At least for the time being, copper-
azole lumber will be marketed only
under the Wolman's NaturalSelect name
at a price about 15-20 percent higher
than equivalent CCA products.

Though ACQ and copper-azole both
have a short track record. thev look

good

Gan you live witlr
eristing GGA lrrrnber?
Do fears of arsenic exposure mean you
should tear down CCA-lumber struc-
tures you've already built? No, says
everyone but the more-extreme groups.

The majority of leaching seems to
occur within the first year, so older struc-
tures aren't of much concern. However,
if you want to add an extra measure of
protection, the EPA recommends sealing
CCA lumber every y€ar or two with
either exterior-grade polyurethane finish
or exterior paint.

What about newly built CCA struc-
tures, or those you have under way? Even
amid current concerns, manufacturers
stand behind the safety of CCA-treated
lumber. They stress following the use
and handling guidelines, at right.

The guidelines hold importance because
manufacturers often ship CCA-treated
lumber to retailers right after treatment,
with little time for drying. Liquid may
even pool around screw heads as you
drive them, or seep from the ends of cut
boards. After you build a structure with
CCA lumber, allow it to dry for several
weeks before applying finish or paint. In
the meantime, wash your hands, and
especially children's hands, thoroughly
after contact with fresh CCA lumber. JF

Written by David Stone
Photographs: Baldwin Photography; Arch
Wood Protection, Inc.

GGA lrrrrrber use and
handling gcrideHnes
IVote: The EPA hasn't yet established guidelines for ACQ
or copper-azole, For now, we suggest following the same
guidelines as those established for CCA lumber.

Use Site Precarrtions
.Clean up and dispose of all sawdust
and construction debris.
.Do not use treated wood where the
preservative may become a component
of food or animal feed. Prohibited uses
include use of mulch from recycled
arsenic-treated wood, cutting boards,
counter tops, animal bedding, and
structures or containers for storing ani-
mal feed or human food.
.Use only treated wood that is visibly
clean and free of surface residue for
patios, decks, and walkways to avoid
overexposure to excess chemicals.
.Do not use treated wood for portions of
beehives which may come into contact
with honey.
.Do not use treated wood where it may
directly or indirectly contact drinking
water, except for uses involving inciden-
tal contact, such as docks and bridges.
Handling Precarrtions
.Dispose of treated wood by ordinary
trash collection. Never burn treated
wood in open fires or in stoves, fire-
places, or residential boilers. The smoke
and ashes may contain toxic chemicals.
.Avoid frequent or prolonged inhalation
of sawdust from treated wood. When
sawing, sanding, and machining treated
wood, wear a dust mask. Whenever
possible, perform these operations out-
doors to avoid indoor accumulations of
airborne sawdust from treated wood.
.When power-sawing and machining,
wear goggles to protect your eyes from
flying particles.
.Wear gloves when working with treated
wood. Wash exposed areas thoroughly
before eating, drinking, using the
restroom, or using tobacco products.
.Because preseruatives or sawdust may
accumulate on clothes, they should be
laundered before reuse. Wash work
clothes separately from other clothing.

To learrr rrrore,
visit these Web sites:
www. ccasafetyi nfo. com
www. prese rvedwood.com
www.epa.gov
www.fpl.fs.fed.us
www. natu ralselect.com
www.treatedwood.com

good

highgraygood

good
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FINAL INSTALLMENT OF A
START.TO.FINISH SERIES
We discrrssed rpood pr€pars.
tion in issrre 139 and staining
in issrre 14O; now itts tirne for
the final step in finishing
your proiects-applyilrg a
clear topcoat.Yorrtll rnake tlre
wood look great while pto.
tecting it frorm spills, heat,
dirt, scratches, and wear.

For an easy
finish, try oil
Oil-based finishes are the
most widely available of the
consumer finishing products,
and by far the easiest to
apply. Simply wipe on a gen-
erous coat. as shown in Photo
A, let it soak in for several minutes, wipe
off the excess, and let it dry.

Unfortunately, no true oil finish offers
much in the wav of water or heat resis-

tance. But it does a tenific job
of bringing out the color and
grain characteristics of the
wood. Add protection with a
topcoat that builds a film on
the surface-such as lacquer
or varnish-and you have the
best of both worlds.
Boiled linseed, tung, and soya

are the most common oils used in finish-
ing. Boiled linseed and tung serve as
straight oil finishes and soya appears as
an ingredient in other finishes.

Oil ptrrs viarnish gives a
hand-rrrbbed look
Blend oil, varnish, and thinner,
and you have a "Danish oil," ffiF
"tung oil finish," "antique oil i eps.tl 

\

f inish," or almost anvthins else i.- '{*1S., '

*:;r*l.l{**fff*iffi;
these products revials few, 11 

'Tfiffir i

any, differences among them.
To determine whether a given product is
an oiUvarnish mix or a wiping varnish-

a finish we'll discuss short-
ly-follow the procedure
shown in Photo B.

You easily can create your
own oil/varnish mix with
equal parts of boiled linseed
oil. thinner. and varnish.

FF*_<'

i E
; Sufir l l5lde

: boiled
linseed oil

i:J

rw#'"
t7
,,."t.'.

?,,:,
/ rr ' .

/,;
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Alter this ratio to suit your
tastes. If you increase the
oil, you slow down the dry-
ing time. If you increase the
varnish, you make the mix
more resistant to water,
heat, and abuse. If you
increase the thinner, the mix penetrates
better and dries faster, but requires more
coats to provide protection.

Some commercial oil/varnish mixes
contain an added color. Or, you can tint
any of the clear oil/varnish mixes by
adding oil-based stain or a compatible
dye. Be aware that if you add a stain to
either a commercial product or your own
recipe, you're adding oil, too. Adjust
your ratio accordingly.
Oil/varnish mixes do not provide a high

degree of protection, and can't give you
a glossy finish, but they're easy to apply
and repair. A couple of coats of an
oil/varnish mix followed by a paste wax
coat produces a wonderful, hand-rubbed,
satin appearance.
Apply an oil/varnish mix like a true oil

finish. Flood it on. let it soak in. then
make sure to wipe off any excess. On
some woods, especially large-pored
species such as oak, this finish tends to
"bleed back" and pool on the surface.
Keep wiping to remove these spots until
the finish has dried. Left untouched, the
excess finish skins over and produces a
scaly effect; then you'll have to sand the
finish back or remove it completely.

Oil/varnish mixes dry slowly, especial-
ly in high humidity. Don't build them up
beyond two coats.

You can repair most surface damage
with sandpaper and more oil/varnish mix.
If the surface has been waxed, remove the
wax with mineral spirits before you apply
another oiVvarnish coat.

Illarnish: The king of
durabitity
Varnish reigns as the
most resistant and durable
film finish among those
that are generally avail-
able to the home wood-
worker. Manufacturers
combine oil and resin.
cook the mixture, and produce a finish-
ing material that's very tolerant of heat
and water. However, all varnish finishes
are difficult to repair.

c o n t i n u e d

rYrvw. woo do nline. corn

'*, , i our top choices for oil finishing are boiled linseed oil and tung oil, but remember
+,', that they won't stand up to hard use. Both give wood a "glow," and are somewhat

amber. 0ver time, linseed will darken and/or amber more than tung. Linseed offers a
glossier appearance and builds far better and easier than tung.
Tung oil is clearer and more water-resistant than linseed oil. However, it costs more,

dries more slowly, and tends to turn white as you build coats,
You also can buy linseed and tung oils that the makers have altered chemically by

heating them to high temperatures in an oxygen-free environment. They're identified
with the word "polymerized" 0n the label. Polymerized oils dry faster, cure much harder,
and develop more water resistance. Because of their faster drying characteristics, poly-
merized oils are difficult to apply to a large surface. They build well but tend to crack.

b\
E'EET)-
0$il$

ortHr{tsll

'.+d",i'{::ou can't always rely 0n the label to tell you what kind of finish is inside the con-
*ru tainer. For example, "tung oil" shows up 0n the label of various finishes that may or

may not contain tung oil as an ingredient. And many products with "0i1" in their name
actually are varnishes that have been thinned with mineral spirits, making them easy to
wipe on. The biggest area of confusion comes in determining whether a product is an
oil/varnish mix 0r a wiping varnish, To test, pour a bit of the finish on a piece of glass,
and let it dry overnight. lf it appears wrinkled, like the one at left,il's an 0il/varnish prod-
uct. lf it dries smooth, it's a wiping varnish.
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g u i d e  t o  f i n i s h i n g :  p a r t  3

* 
increase the ratio, if needed,

f I f,hen you brush on var-
W nish, use a good-quality

brush. Buy a China bristle with
a chisel shape and split ends.
(See the article on page l6tor
more about brushes.)
You'll encounter two major

problems in brushing-brush
marks and bubbles. Most brush
marks result from going back
over the surface too often. Most
varnish starts to skin over very
soon after it hits the surface,
and further brushing creates
flaws. Bubbles come from a
variety of sources, including a
poor-quality brush and careless
brushing habits. Also, don't cre-
ate bubbles by shaking the can;
stir its contents gently.
lf you still have trouble, thin

the varnish so the bubbles have
time to pop before the varnish
dries. Start with about 10 per-
cent naphtha and gradually

ffiaOer towels or the cotton
& cloth from a T-shirt works
wonderfully for applying a wip-
ing varnish. Wipe on each coat
quickly, as if you were wiping
down a tabletop with water.
Don't go back over the surface
or you'll drag the varnish and
create lines. lf you see that you
missed a spot, ignore it. You'll
get it on the next coat. Allow the
varnish to dry for a couple of
hours, then test it with a touch
of your finger. lf you don't leave
a print, it's ready for another
coat, Apply at least six addition-
al coats of wiping varnish for
added depth. Allow the finish to
dry overnight, then scrape it
gently with a utility knife blade
before applying the final coat,

Depending on the type of
oil and the resin, varnish
varies in color from clear to a
deep amber. Most varnishes
combine an alkyd resin with
oil-either linseed or one of

the less expensive oils, such as soya. The
amount of oil in the varnish determines
its hardness. "Long oil" varnishes, such
as spar varnish, contain a high percent-
age of oil. This high oil content makes
the varnish more flexible and able to
withstand the rigors of weather. A "short
oil" varnish, such as those labeled for
interior use, tends to be harder. This
makes it more susceptible to chipping,
but allows for a glossier surface.

You can buy varnish in many forms.
The only difference between a
polyurethane and any other kind of var-
nish is the addition of a bit of
polyurethane resin. This resin makes
the varnish slightly more
scratch-resistant.

Brushing is the most com-
mon method of applying var-
nish, but it takes practice to
do atop-flightjob. See Photo G
for the tips you need.

When you brush on varnish, gently
scrape the surface between coats to
remove any bumps. Take the blade from
a utility knife, hold it nearly vertically
between your forefinger and thumb, and
keep the pressure light.

Buff down the surface with gray
Scotch-Brite, 0000 steel wool, or 320-
grit sandpaper before applying your final
coat. This may sound like a lot of work,
but it really isn't. None of the steps takes
very long. It's the waiting between steps
that takes time.

It's a pleasure to apply varnish by wip-
ing it on, but this works best with the
addition of thinner to the varnish. You
can buy a wiping varnish, like the one
we're using in Photo D, or make your
own by mixing equal parts of varnish
and thinner. Naphtha makes a good thin-
ner because it dries faster and clearer
than mineral spirits.

You can spray varnish, but
you'll run into some signif-
icant drawbacks. Whatever
your spray method, the
overspray winds up every-
where. Because varnish is a
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slow-drying product, it becomes a dust
magnet, and can soon create a crust on
everything in your garage or workshop.
However, you'll find that varnish in an
aerosol spray can does come in handy
for small projects.

A few companies make a gel varnish,
a thick product designed to be wiped
on. It is strictly a surface film and offers
little penetration. Gel varnishes are sus-
ceptible to chipping and very difficult
to reparr.

Professionals
like lacqrrer
Furniture manufacturers and
woodworking pros choose lac-
quer for most of their finishing
work. It dries quickly, saving
valuable production time.
Lacquer presents problems for
the home woodworker. howev-
er. The volatile fumes are unhealthy to
breathe, and also pose a risk of fire or
explosion. You need adequate ventila-
tion while applying most finishes, and
this requirement becomes even more
critical when you use lacquer.

Most lacquer gives the best
results when sprayed (see
Photo E). Brushing lacquers
contain additives to retard the
drying speed.

c o n t i n u e d

' , atural shellac is orange-brown, but you
:' have choices when it comes to the refined

product. Darker shellac, such as buttonlac and
seedlac, does a wonderful job of replicating
antique finishes. Here you see the difference in
c0l0r between amber (orange) shellac, 0n the
left, and clear shellac, on the right. Orange, or
amber, shellac adds a wonderful tone to darker
w00ds, such as walnut. Clear shellac adds
almost no color and yellows very little over time.
Shellac can be sprayed, brushed, or wiped on.

Because it dries fairly rapidly, spraying works
well. You can buy shellac as flakes 0r as a pre-
mixed liquid. The premixes tend to be about a 3-
pound cut, which describes a ratio of 3 pounds
of flakes per gallon of alcohol. A thinner 1-pound
cut makes all forms of application easier, but
requires more coats to achieve the same result
as a heavier cut.

,' arge projects, or frequent use of lacquer, might lead you to invest in a spraying set-
:' :up, including a high-volume, low-pressure (HVLP) gun like the one shown here.

Always wear a vapor mask when spraying lacquer, and never spray where there is any
risk of explosion. And remember, you can spray small p@ects with a handy, inexpensive
aerosol can of lacquer.
Don't bother sanding between coats of lacquer, unless you find rough spots. Each coat

will soften the preceding coat and create an excellent bond. Most lacquer turns amber
over time, much like varnish. Lacquer offers a reasonable degree of durability and resis-
tance to heat, water, and cleaners. lt's easy t0 repair because a fresh coat dissolves into
the existing coat.
You can buy lacquer in a few colors, 0r tint it yourself with a variety of colorants,

including dyes. The hardness of lacquer makes it ideal for rubbing out with fine abra-
sives to a mirrorlike finish.

s [:tr,la
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t f i n i s h i

lac bug. These secretions are
a resin that's forrned into
f lakes and then dissolved in
alcohol. Dif1erent ,grades produce differ-
ent colors; see the examples in Photo F.

Shellac ranks as the most environmen-
tal ly f i iendly of the f inishin-u products.
Manufacturers use the resin to coat can-
d ies,  -e lossy p i l ls .  and even f  ru i t .  I t
reigned as the f inish of choice prior to
the del'eloprnent of lacqr.rer. If you find a
fihn finish on furniture madc before
about 1920. i t 's probably shel lac. The
survival of sr"rch furniture. with the orig-
inal f inish st i l l  intact. proves the dLrri ibi l-
i ty of shel lac. However, i t  offbrs rela-
t ively poor resistance to water. alcohol,
heat. and cleaners that contain alkal i .

56

Don't forget shellacl
itts safe and torrgh

fl$f"'il,f';'i,:','l,iJl- Er
based flnish. Shellac comes $t'ff i j
from the secretions of the :i *mlf5

Once mixed. shellac .starts to deterio-
rate. and finally reaches a point where it
won't dry. You can't  predict when that
wil l  happen. Some premixes claim a 3-
year lif'e span, which starts on the day the
shellac is rnixed by the manufacturer.
The can could sit  on a shelf somewhere
for most or all of that time. so check the
date on the bottorn of the can to see either
the manufacturing date or the 3-year
expiration date.

For the most dependable results, buy
shellac in f lake form. mix the f lakes with
denatured alcohol to make the amount
you need. and dispose of any that 's left
over when you're done f inishing your
project. This may seem wasteful. but the

most expensive f inish is one that

.::!** has to be removed because it is old
aiegFn. and will not drV.

ilHffc If you do saue some shellac, or
j,Rfi:.l " have a premixed can, test it before
qd# you commit to its use. Put a coat on

#I some scrap to see how well it dries.

p a r t

f you need a finish that adds n0 c0l0r to the w00d, consider water-base. However,
this clearness also presents a disadvantage. Apply a clear coat t0 a dark w00d 0r a

wood that has been stained dark, and it acquires a washed-out appearance. The amber
quality 0f some oil-based finishes brings out the color and grain characteristics better
in these cases. You can overcome the washed-out look of water-base by adding just a
touch of color to the finish, as shown here, Dyes and universal tinting colorants work
well for this procedure. Don't add much. lt just takes a touch.

Test the rnrater-base
before you dive in
Water-based finishes, such
as the one we're t int ins in
Photo G, possess much dif-
ferent strengths and weak-
nesses than the oi l-based f in-
ishes. The situation constant-
ly changes, as manufacturers
modify their oil-based products to be
more env i ronmenta l ly  f r iend ly ,  and
reformulate water-based f inishes to
stand up better to heat, water, and clean-
ers. As a result,  oi l-based f inishes are
becomin-e slower to dry and more diffi-
cult to apply, while water-based finishes
become easier to apply.

Apply water-based finish with a spray

-qun or aerosol can. i f  possible. Some
water-based finishes are formulated to
be applied with a brush-check the label
to make sure. I f  i t 's suitable for brush-
ing, you also can wipe i t  on.

Most water-based finishes are acrylic
mixtures. Some of them also contain
polyurethane resin, added to make the
f in ish more scratch- res is tant .  These
additives also tend to make the water-
based f inish somewhat opaque and
sl ightly blue.

Water-based finishes exhibit extreme
sensit ivi ty to heat and hr.rmidity during
application. High humidity can cause a
white haze known as "blush," and can
slow the dryin-e time. If the blush does
not go away, you' l l  have to str ip the f in-
ish and start over.

Heat speeds drying and rnakes applica-
tion tougher. During hot weather, take
care not to overwork the finish. Water-
based finishes are tough to strip, and
tend to be sensitive to certain cleaners.
Also, you'11 have a hard t ime removin.q
white r ings caused by water.

Tltis conclucle.s our series on the busit's
of Jirtishirtg, but keep wutchirtg.for infor-
tttcttiott ot1 tnore udt,ctnc'ed methocls. Itt
our ttert.firti.sltirtg article, vte'll give ,-ou
the cletail.g on hovv to rub out u finish.lF

Written by Jim Kullwith Jim Pollock
Photographs: D.E. Smith Photography; Baldwin
Photography
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Build an inviting approach to yotrr backyard with this arbored garden gate.
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othing adds more to the allure
(and privacy) of your backyard
"secret garden" than a stately

garden gate. For this project, we bor-
rowed the construction of the overhead
arbor from the pergola in the previous
issue of WOODv magazine, and the look
of the shingled posts from the railing
planter box columns also in that issue.
Build this gate along with the fence on
page 64, or as an addition to your exist-
ing fence. Either way, walking into your
backyard will never be the same.

Plant a pair of posts
Once you determine your gate's
location, dig two 10"-diameter holes

with their centers 503/q" apart. The article
"Be a post master" on page 66 of issue
l4l shows you how to accurately locate
and temporarily brace your posts. To
properly support the gate, the posts must
extend at least 36" below grade. Because
of the frost line in our location, our posts
extend 42" below grade. Check with
your local building code enforcement
official. Dig holes deep enough to allow
for a 6" layer of gravel at the bottom for
drainage, where shown on Drawing 1.

With the gravel in place, position two
6x6xl2' (5Vzx5Vz" actual) pressure-

treated posts (A) in the holes, plumb
them, and brace them in place. Make
sure that the 45l+" distance between the
posts is uniform top to bottom. Set them
in concrete, as shown on Drawing 1.
Note: Our gate is 38t/2" wide. When the
posts are boxed and trinmted there will
be 3h" gaps between the gate and the
posts' corner battens (K, L).

When the concrete hardens, remove
the bracing from the posts. To trim

the posts to finished height, make a mark
953/+" up from grade on one post. Using a
straight board and a level, transfer this top
mark to the other post. Measure the offset
on your porlable circular saw between the
edge of its base and the blade. Measure
this offset distance down from the marked
top line, and draw a level line around all
four sides of each post. Temporarily nail a
short board to one side of the first post
with its top edge at this lower line. Setting
your circular saw to its maximum depth,
use the board to guide your saw as you
make the cut. In this manner, work your
way around the post's other three sides.
Finish cutting through the post with a
handsaw. Repeat this procedure on the
other post, making them even in height.

www.woodonline.com
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3 / q x 2 x B "
stock

2':. f
1

Fits over

g a r d e n  g a t e

Note: Jig shown is for a left-t i l t ing tablesaw.
For a r ight-t i l t ing tablesaw, bui ld the mirror
image of this j ig.

B"'a3 / a x 1 x 8 "
stock

4d galvanized
f in ish na i l

shown on Drawing 5. Jigsaw close to the
lines. Chuck a flush-trim bit in your
handheld router. Clamping the template
to each part to guide the bit, rout the final
profile. For smooth routing, rout from
the cutout's "heel" to the part's end.
Chuck a %" round-over bit in your router
(to match the joists' factory edges), and
rout the end profiles' edges. Drill the
counterbored 3/t" holes where shown.

1 / z x 1 x 8 "
stock

Cut the cross joists (E) to the length
in the Materials List. Form the end

cutouts, shown on Drawing 5, in the
same manner as those in the main joists.

Turn the cross joists upside down on
a pair of sawhorses, and clamp them

together with their ends and top edges
flush. Using a square, draw lines across
the parts' bottom edges for the lt/2"-
wide notches, where dimensioned on
Drawing 5. Adjust your portable circular
saw to cut ztA" deep. Guided by a

straightedge clamped to the cross joists,

make two cuts to define the notches'
sides. Then cut a series of closely spaced
kerfs through the waste between these
two cuts. Finally, clean out the notches
with a I " chisel. Check the fit of your

I %" stock in the notch. For good appear-
ance and easy assembly, you'll want a
close, but not tight, fit.
Note: Check the actual dintension of

vour 6x6 posts. The spaces befween the
notches in the cross joists (E) ntust
matclt tltis ditrtensiort.

Sand all your arbor parts with 120-
grit sandpaper. Prime the parts,

including the top 36" of the posts, with an
exterior-grade latex primer. Take special
care to coat the end srain and the notches.

I unnxlNc TEMPLATEt/a" hardboard

R=31/2"

Rout t/a" round-overs along these edges
after the end profiles are shaped.

251/2"

$ rorsvcRoss Jotsr LAYour

B'

l3 / + x 4 " ' - l
auxi l iary I
fence on t
tablesaw.

pl eevel uc

A bevelj ig that runs on an auxi l iary
fence makes beveling the cap tops safe
and accurate.

For the post caps, starl by cutting
two I t/zx\t/zx5%" blanks for the cap

tops (B) and two tAx4Vx4r/l" cap bases
(C). Bevel the I %"-thick cap tops, where
shown on Drawing 3. To make these
cuts, we built the auxiliary fence and
bevel jig shown on Drawing 2. Use dou-
ble-faced tape to hold the cap top blanks
to the jig. Cut one face, rotate the blank
90", cut, and repeat until all four bevels
are cut, as shown in Photo A. Glue and
nail the cap bases, centered, to the cap
tops, using an exterior glue and 4d gal-
vanized finish nails. Sand the cap bevels
to 120 grit. Drill countersunk shank
holes through the caps where shown.
Apply construction adhesive, posit ion
the caps, and drive in the screws.

Grrt the par{s
for the overlread arbor

Cut the main joists (D) to the length
in the Materials List. Make the mark-

ing/trimming template shown on
Drawing 4, and use it to mark the 3t/2" -

radius cutouts on the parts' ends, where

60

R=31/2"
1" counterbores 1/2" deep with a
7e" hole centered inside
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t/e" round-over routed on back after arc is cut

P
51/z'

61/2"

8" ornamental gate
T-hinge

61/z'

381/z'

2" deck screw

rsunk

Cut the brace (R) to the length
shown in the Materials List. Lay it

diagonally across the assembly with its
top end at the hinge side. Mark and cut
the end angles, as shown on Drawing 6.
Drill countersunk shank holes, and glue
and screw the brace in place.

Cut the window cleats (S) to size,
apply glue, and nail them in place

around the window with 3d galvanized
box nails.

Apply glue to the rails, stiles, brace,
and cleats. Clamp the remaining slats

in place with the cut slat in the center.
Using a thin wood strip bent to the curve
shown on Drawing 6, mark the door's top
arc. Drill countersunk shank holes in the
slats where shown. Drive in the screws
and remove the clamps. Cut the top arc
with a jigsaw, and sand it smooth. Rout
%" round-overs on both edges.

Cut the long and short window trim
(T, U) to size. Install a t/2" dado

blade in your tablesaw, and raise it to cut
7s" deep. Attach an auxiliary extension to
your miter gauge and, form the notches,
where shown on Drawing 6a. Apply glue

R=481/+"

151/q'

I

I

4',

Ornamental

I

I
I
I

57',

I
I
I
51/z

T

qate thumb I
[atch 68"

E GATE EXPLODED VIEW
381/z'

/a" round-overs

Clamp together seven
slats (O) edge to edge,

facedown, positioning the
long portion of one of the
cut slats in the center.
Make sure the bottom ends
are flush and the assembly
is square. Insert the short
portion of the center slat,
leaving a 5t/2"-long space
for the window, where
shown on Drawing 6.
Measure the width of the
assembly for the exact
length of the rails (P), and

cut them to this length. Cut the stiles (Q)
to the length in the Materials List.

Glue and clamp the bottom rail (P) in
place. (We used polyurethane glue.)

Drill countersunk shank holes, centered
on the rail's width and on each slat, where
shown on Drawing 6. Drive in the screws.
Glue, clamp, drill, and screw the stiles
(Q), then the top rail (P), in place. When
drilling the shank holes in the top rail,
once again center each hole on a slat, but
drill them 1" from the rail's bottom edee.

When the primer dries, lightly sand with
220-git sandpaper. Finish the parts with
two coats of exterior latex paint.

Brrild a strrrdy gate
Cut 1x6 boards (%x5t/2") to length
for the slats (O). Chuck a %" round-

over bit in your handheld router, and rout
their outside ends and edges. Pick out
two center slats, and crosscut them for
the window, 15V4" from the top end,
where shown on Drawing 6.

www.woodonline.com
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g a r d e n  g a t e

to the joints, and assemble the trim. Wittt
the glue dry, drill countersunk shank holes,
and screw the tim in place around the
gate's window.

f,l erime the gate with exterior acrylic
lJlatex primer, taking care to fully coat
the end grain. Finish with two coats of
acrylic latex paint.

Now prrt it all together
I Clamp the main joists (D) to the
* posts, where shown on Drawing 7.

Check the joists for level front-to-back
and side-to-side. Using the counterbored
holes in the joists as guides, drill pilot
holes into the posts. Slip washers on the
lag screws, and drive them in.
llYlace the cross joists (E), where
6r shown on Drawing 7. The notches in
the cross joists fit over the main joists.
Drill countersunk shank holes through
the cross joists at each notch. Drive 4"
deck screws through the cross joists into
the main joists.

Box and trirn the posts
I From pressure-treated2x4 stock, cut
* the horizontal and hinge blocking (F,

G) to size. Fasten the blocking to the
posts with 3" deck screws, where shown
on Drawing 1. Install the hinge blocking
(G) on only the hinge-side post, flush
with the corner that is in the direction of
the gate's swing.

S From pressure-treated plywood, cut
tEr the surround sides (H) to size. Using
construction adhesive and 6d common
galvanized nails, attach the sides to the
blocking. Keep the top edles of the
sides and the top blocking flush.

QCut eight t/+xl3/qxl4Vz" pieces of
tJcedar for the trim base (I), and eight
IVzx4xl4/2" pieces of cedar for the
beveled trim (J). Glue and clamp blanks
for the surround trim (VJ), keeping one
edge of the assembly flush, as shown on
Drawing 1a. Use an exterior glue. (We
used polyurethane glue.) With the glue
dry, cut the bevels, where shown.
illMiter-cut the surround trim (VJ) to

*t nt around the tops of the surrounds.
Gluing the corners together, nail the sur-
round ffim to the blocking (F) with 10d
galvanized finish nails.

f Cut the narrow battens (K) and wide
tJbattens (L) to size. Nail them to the
cornOrs of the post surrounds with 6d
galvanized finish nails, where shown on
Drawing 7.
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I F-o" deck screw

q=${S%0" shank hole, countersunk

*n*gf __4 @ r
s/a" lag screw

4" long

3/a" washer

1" counterbore
t/2" deep with a 7a"
hole centered inside

\
)

6d galvanized
finish nail

lVz" clearance
between bottom of
gate and ground

Appfy the shingles
I Rip two 7/tox3/+X30" blanks for the
I starter strips (M). From these blanks,

cut pieces to fit around the bottom of
each post surround. Nail them in place
with 4d galvanized box nails.

!) Using an inexpensive 7r/q" carbide-
&r tipped blade in your tablesaw, trim
l8"-long fiber-cement shingles (N) to
width, then cut the lengths in half, mak-
ing 8tsAo"-long shingles. You'Il get two
8r%o"-long shingles out of each 18"-long
one, so for the 88 shingles needed, you'Il
have to purchase at least 44 of the 18"-
long shingles. See the Buying Guide for
fiber-cement shingle information.

E FINAL ASSEMBLY

Note: The le"-thick l8"-long fiber-
cement shingles that cover the columns
come in 6", 8", and 12" widths. Because
the between-the-battens width of our
sides is 7", we used only 8"-wide shingles.

Q Fasten the shingles with a couple
tfdabs of consffuction adhesive and
lVc" roofrng nails, maintaining the 6"
exposure, where shown on Drawing 7.
Keep the course lines even all around
each post box. Because nothing overlaps
the top course, trim these shingles to 6"
before nailing them in place.
Note: If a fence is to be attached to the
gate post surroundsr lou may want to
attach it before applying the shingles.
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Then fit the shingles around the fence
members. Thefence we built (shown in the
opening photo) is featured on page 64.

":1i Caulk the joint between the surround
. .trim (VJ) and the post. Fill any nail

holes. Prime and paint the shingles, bat-
tens, and trim. Touch up the paint on the
posts and arbor where needed.

Hang the gate, arrd
youtre linished

. Position the gate between the shin-
'i4.gled post surrounds, flush with the

corner battens, as shown on Drawing 7.
Raise it lVz" off the ground with scrap-
wood blocks, and insert shims between
the gate and the corner battens so the
gaps at both sides are equal.
.::'p, Position the hinges, where shown
;,.,o.t On DraWing 7, and mark the sCrew
locations. (We used black-painted 8"
ornamental gate T-hinges, available at
hardware stores and home centers.)
Drill pilot holes, and fasten the hinges
to the gate, then the post surround, as
shown in Photo C. Use the lVz"-long
lag screws provided with the hinges to
fasten the hinge to the gate, but use 4"-
long lag screws for fastening into the
post surround. Locate the T-ends of
the hinges so the pilot holes for the 4"
lag screws go through the corner batten
and side into the hinge blocking (G).
'"t'. iRemove the shims and blocking.
';,.;'Install the latch according to the
instructions that come with it. (We used
an ornamental gate thumb latch that
matches the hinges.) JF

A- posts 51/z' 51/z' t

B cap tops 11/z' 51/z' 51/z'

Vq' 41/z' 41/2'

D main joists 11/z' 51/z' 761/c' c

51/z' 251/z' C

G hinge blocking 11/z' 31/2" 125Aa"

H sides 91/q' 66/+' PP

l* trim base Vq' 13/4' 131/z' C

J- beveled trim 11/z' 4' 131/z' C

K narrow battens Vq' 11/z' 66"

L wide battens 3/c' 21/q' 66'

M-starter strips

N. shingles f4

0 slats vqu 51/2' 68' c

P rails 3/qu 51/2' 38V2- C

Q stiles Vqu 51/2' 57' C

R* brace Vqu 51/2' 65' C

S window cleats s/qo 6Y4" C

T short window trim Yzu 3/q' 131/2' C

U long window trim lz' 3/qu 161/2' C
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions,

tlength varies. See the instructions.

Materials Key: PT-pressure{reated lumber, C-cedar,
PP-pressure-treated plywood, FC-fiber-cement shingles.

Supplies: Gravel; concrete mix (approximately 3 cubic
feet); 3d galvanized box nails; 4d galvanized box nails;
4d galvanized finish nails; 6d galvanized finish nails;
10d galvanized finish nails; 6d galvanized common nails;
1tl+" roofing nails; 4" deck screws (16); 3" deck screws;

2" deck screws; 1t/2" deck screws; 1tla" deck screws;
%" lag screws 4" long (8); %" flat washers (8); %0" lag
screws 4" long (4); S" ornamental gate T-hinges (2);
ornamental gate thumb latch; exterior glue; construction
adhesive; caulk; exterior wood filler; sandpaper; exterior
primer; exterior paint; wood shims, For the beveljig:
3/ax8x8" plywood, %x1x8" stock, %x2x8" stock, and
1/zx1x8" stock. For the marking/trimming jig: rhxir/+x9s/a"
hardboard sni s/4ve/4v$t/4" stock.

Buying Guide
Fiber-cement shingles. For Hardie Shingleside
Heritage Single Shingle product and dealer inlormation,
call James Hardie Building Products, 8001942-7343, or
go to www.jameshardie.com/shingleside.htm.

Written by Jan Svec with Kevin Boyle
Project design: Kevin Boyle; James R. Downing
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Kim Downing;
Lorna Johnson

Photographs: Baldwin Photography

First, mount the hinge's strap on the
gate. Then, using the holes in the hinge's
T as guides, drill pilot holes in the sur-
round and drive in the lag screws.

31/z'

FC

C cao bases

E cross joists

crltting diagrarnr

3/ax51/2x72" Cedar (1x6x6') (14 needed)

3/qx51/z x 120" Cedar (1x6x10')

s/qxSt/z x 96" Cedar (' lx6x8')

www.woodonline.com

5 / z x S V z x 1 4 4 "  P lumber (6x6x12') (2 needed)

g/q x 71h x 1 44" Cedar (1 x8x1 2')

s/+ x 7Ya x 1 44" Cedar (1 xSxl 2')

s/+ x 7th x 144" Cedar (1x8x12')

11 /2x51 /2x96"

11 /2x51 /2x96"

o
11/zx51/z x 96" Cedar (2x6x8') (2 needed)

s/q x 51/z x 96" Cedar (1x6x8') 11/z x 31/z x 96" Pressure-treated lumber (2x4x8')

o
1t/zx3t/z x 120" Pressure-treated lumber (2x4x10') (2 needed)

1t/z x 5r/z x 120" Cedar (2x6x10')
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Simple to build,
yet striking in

appearance,

this fence makes

the perfect

backdrop for
your flower
gardens and

landscaping.

For ease of

maintenance,

we used molded
plastic lattice

that never

needs painting.
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It looks great from either side!
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4" deck screw

Slope top away
from oost.

10"-d iameter  ho le

Depth of hole must
be at least 24" tor

support. Local frost
level determines )

tinal dept\-./ /-''
401/z'

2t/2" deck screw_1-J

Compacted dirt backfill

Gravel

n this article, we'll show you how to
set posts and make a basic fence
panel, which you can size to meet

your needs. To offset your fence at an
angle greater than 90o, as shown at lefi,
see the instructions in "Building an off-
set panel" on page 67. Betore you start
building your fence, check out the side-
bar "Planning your installation," below.

I exnloDED vrEW

3" deck screw

/a" COV€S

t/2" hole
for drainage

11/z'!

51/z'

331/z'

rl
2" deck screw

7sz" shank hole, countersunk

Plant a ror r of posts
Dig 1O"-diameter holes along your
f'ence line with their centers 40th."

apart. The article "Be a post master" on
page 66 of issue 141 shows you how to
accurately locate and temporarily brace
your posts. I f  you don't  have this issue
and wish to obtain the article, see the
Buying Guide. To properly support the

\ r*" deck screw

5/ge" shank holes,
countersunk

t/+" chamfers

4d galvanized f inish nai l

Mitered ends

fence, the posts extend at least 24" tnto
the ground. Because of the frost line in
our location, our posts extend 42" below
grade. Dig holes deep enough to allow
for a 6" layer of gravel at the bottom for
drainage, where shown on Drawing 1.

Add the post's height above ground
(5934") to its depth below _eround,

and buy 6x6 (5t/zx5r/2" actual) pressure-

,L
I

'/2

f--_
I

35"

Planning your installation
Before you set a post in the ground, you must
determine whether there are underground ut i l i -
t ies where you intend to dig.  Contact  your local
ut i l i t ies to have someone come out and mark
the locat ions of  gas,  phone, and electr ical  l ines.
You' l l  a lso have to know how far into the
ground posts must extend to keep them from
heaving when the ground freezes. And, for
fences that fo l low a property l ine,  f ind out about
any setback requirements.  Your local  bui ld ing
code official can help you with these answers. lf

you know the location of your lot corner stakes, lay out your
fence along a string stretched between them. Don't know
where your lot corners are? Hire a surveyor to mark them.

www,woodonline.com

YK{

With the posi t ion of  your fence l ine determined, mark the
post locations with stakes driven into the ground. Our posts
measure 401/z '  center- to-center.  Chances are that  your
situation wil l not accommodate an even number of these
increments. So adjust the posts' center-to-center distance to
make al l  the fence panels the same size.  l f  you make a
panel different from ours, work with the repeat of the lattice
gr id so i t  wi l l  show evenly at  both s ides when instal led in i ts
frame. Count the number of  posts and fence panels you
need. The Mater ia ls List  and Cutt ing Diagram show one post
and the parts for  one of  our fence panels.  Mult ip ly these
quant i t ies by the number of  posts and panels you need. l f
your post spacing is different from ours, make the necessary
adjustments to the lengths of  parts D, E, F,  l ,  and J.
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good-ne ighbor

FryffiTX
fence

Check the post on adjacent sides for
plumb. Fasten 2x4 braces to the stakes
and the post with screws.

treated posts of the next standard length.
For example, if your posts extend 24"
below ground, use 8'-long posts. If they
extend 42", buy 10' ones. Position the
posts (A) in the holes, plumb them in two
directions, and brace them in place, as
shown in Photo A. Make sure that the
distance between the posts is 35" from
top to bottom.

QIf your fence is on level ground,
tJmake a mark 593/q" up from the
ground on the end posts. Stretch a string

line between these marks. (Mason's line,
available at hardware stores, lumberyards,
and home centers, can be sffetched very
tightly without breaking to give you the
straightest line possible.) Check your
sfring line with a level, and make any
adjusfrnents necessary. Mark the posts
and nim them to finished height using the
method explained in the article "Grand
Enffance" on page 58. If your fence is on
a slope, see the sidebar "Stepping down a
slope," below.

I Make a cap (B/C) for each post, as
'f explained on page 60 of the article
"Grand Entrance." Set them aside.

Make the panel parils
I From 2x4 stock, cut four lengths for
I ttre cap rail (D), lattice rails (E), and

bottom rail (F). With the tablesaw blade
tilted 8o, bevel-rip the cap rail, where
shown on Drawing 2. Set the cap and
bottom rails aside.

$ Tape the lattice rails (E) together
&r with their ends flush. Lay out the
notch locations, where shown on
Drawing 1. Install a 3/q" dado blade in
your tablesaw, and raise it to cut l3/q"
deep. Using the miter gauge fitted with
an auxiliary extension to reduce chip-
out, cut the lVz"-wide notches, making at
least two passes over the blade. Check
the fit of your 2x4 stock. For good
appearance and easy assembly, the fit
should be close, but not too tight.

Cut the uprights (G) to length, and
repeat the above procedure to form their
mating notches. Select one of the lattice

Stepping dorrln a slope
Not every fence is on flat
ground, and different types of
fences handle slooes differ-
ently. Some of them, l ike a
simple vertical board fence,
easily take slopes in stride.
Stringers that follow the slope
are attached to the posts. The
position of each individual
board is adjusted as it is
attached to the stringers so
the fence just flows down the
slope. But fences with discrete
rectangular panels like ours
must "stairstep" down the
slope. This fence wil l easily
accommodate a slope that
drops no more than 12"
between posts. Once your
posts are set, the five-step
drawing, rghf, shows you how
to mark your posts at the
proper height, and where to
position the fence panels.

66

STEP 5 Installfence Panels.

STEP 3 Mark cutlines on
intermediate posts.

Blade tilted 8"
from vertical

STEP 1 Mark height on
the posts at the
top and bottom
of the slope.STEP 4 Trim posts

square at
marked height.

Maximum 12" drop
from post to post
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rails (E) as the lower one, and drill cen-
tered drain holes, where shown on
Drawings 1 and 3. (The lattice stops,
applied later, form a channel that would
trap water on the bottom lattice rail.)

Cut the mounting plates (H) to size.
Chuck a t/+" cove bit in your hand-

held router, and rout coves on the plates'
edges, where shown on Drawing 1.

Cut eight '1Axlx24" blanks for the
lattice stops (I). Install a chamfer bit

in your table-mounted router, and cut /+"
chamfers on the edges. where shown on
Drawing 3.

Finishing rilow
saves tirne later

Sand all the parts to 120 grit. Prime
the post caps and all the panel parts,

including the lattice stop blanks, with
exterior acrylic latex primer. Double-
prime the notches and all end grain.

Brritding an offset parnel
Note: Our fence makes an angled jog, as shown in the opening
photo on page 64. Although an unusual situation, we found this
offset handy in solving a tricky landscaping problem. Should
you find yourself in a similar pickle, here's how to handle it.
Step I After bracing the posts in their holes and trimming them
to finished length, cut a 2x4long enough to lay across the tops
of the posts, where shown on Drawing 4. Using a piece of s/c"-
thick stock to represent the mounting plates (H), mark cutl ines
on the underside of the 2x4, where shown on Drawing 5. Miter-
cut the 2x4 to length. Trim the points of the mitered ends, where
shown on Drawing 6. Using this 2x4 as a template, mark and
trim three more rail blanks. Set one aside for the bottom rail (F).
Step 2 Referring to Drawing 2, bevel the top of one blank for
the cap rail (D). Lay out the notch locations on two blanks for the
lattice rails (E), where shown on Drawing 6. Cut the notches,
then dril l  drain holes in one, where shown on Drawings 3 and 7.
Step 3 Form the uprights (G), mounting plates (H), and lattice
stops (l) in the same manner as for a standard panel. Sand,
paint, and assemble the angled panel, as shown on Drawing 7.
Measure and cut the lattice stops and lattice insefi to fit.
Step 4 Finally, as you work your way along the fence fastening
the panels in place, simply screw the angled panel to its posts.

E orrser RAILS
t ' / 2

r-
I

E orrser PANEL ASSEMBLY

3" deck
(
\

7se" shank trote, I
countersunk I

8 'beve ls

Marked angle

MARKING THE RAIL

Mark the
bottom face
ol the 2x4

at both ends.

Al ign the 2x4
with these

post corners.

I f 
3" deck screw

1 1/z'

-  l -s ' t "

/>
31/z'
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cuttirrg diagrrarm

51/z x 51/zx f" Pressure{reated lumber (6x6xt)

@
1t/z x St/z x 96" Cedar (2xOxB')

c
3/q x 51/z x 96" Cedar (1x6x8')

good -ne ighbo r  f ence

With the primer dry, lightly sand all
the parls again with 120-grit sandpa-

per. Give all the parts two finish coats of
exterior acrylic latex paint.

Prrt it all together
Assemble the lattice rails (E) and the
uprights (G), interlocking their

notches, as shown on Drawing 1. Clamp
the mounting plates (H) to the ends of
the rails with the rails centered on the
plates' width, where shown. Drill coun-
tersunk shank holes through the plates,
and drive screws into the rails.

Slide the cap rail (D) and bottom rail
(F) into place between the mounting

plates. Drill countersunk shank holes
through the rails, and drive screws into
the uprights. Drill countersunk shank
holes through the mounting plates, and
drive screws into the cap and bottom rails.

Miter-cut the lattice stops (I) to fit
inside the lattice frame. Paint the

miters. Nail the first set of four stops in
place, setting them in 7s" from the edges

of the rails and uprights, where shown on
Drawing 3. Set the other four stops aside.

Cut a piece of plastic lattice 1/s"

shorter in length and width than the
panel-frame opening for the lattice (J),
and position it against the nailed-in
stops. (We used a molded plastic lattice
from Tuff-Bilt Products. See the Buying
Guide.) Nail the second set of lattice
stops in place.

Starting at one end of the fence, slide
a completed panel between the first

two posts, and clamp it in place. (You
may have to reposition the temporary
bracing.) The tops of the mounting plates
(H) are 2" down from the tops of the
posts, where shown on Drawing 1. (The
sidebar on p(rge 66 shows where to posi-
tion the panels between posts stepping
down a slope.) Drill countersunk shank
holes through the mounting plates, and
screw the panel in place. Work your way
along the fence line, fastening the com-
pleted panels in place, and repositioning
the bracing as you go.

With all the panels fastened in place,
recheck the posts with a level for

plumb. Backfill the post holes with ditt.
Put in 3" to 6" layers, thoroughly tamp-
ing the loose dirt in place before adding
more. A short length of 2x4 makes a
good tamper. Stop backfilling about 3"
below ground level.

Prime and paint the posts, fully coat-
ing the top end grain. Painting down

a couple of inches below ground level
will give your paint job a finished look
when the last 3" of each hole is back-
filled. With the paint dry, finish backfill-
ing and tamping the holes.

Drill countersunk pilot holes through
the post caps. Apply construction

adhesive, and screw the caps in place.
Touch up the paint where needed. JF

Written by Jan Svec with Kevin Boyle
Proyect design: Kevin Boyle; James R. Downing
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Kim Downing;

Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

rmaterials list

A* posts 51/z' 51/z' t PT tt
B cap tops 11/z' 51/z' 51/z'

C cap bases 3/tu 41/2, 41/2"

D cap rail 11/z' 31/2" 331/z' C

E lattice rails 11/z' 31/z' 331/z' C

F bottom rail 11/z' 31/2', 331/2', C

G uprights 11/2" 31/2', 371/2', c

H mounting plates 3/t' 4t/z' 43"

l. lattice stops 3/tu 1u 231/2" C

J lattice 1/q, 233/a' 233/a' MP

tlength depends on depth of frost line. See the instructions.

ttQuantities depend on total fence length.
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

fulaterials: PT-pressure-treated lumber, C-cedar,
MP-molded plastic lattice.

$upplies: Gravel, 2" deck screws, 2t/2" deck screws, 3"
deck screws, 4" deck screws, 4d galvanized finish nails,
primer, paint, construction adhesive.

Buying Guide
Plastic lattice, Tuff-Bilt is just one of several brands of
plastic lattice now commonly available at local home cen-
ters, lumberyards, and lawn and garden centers. Plastic
lattice typically comes in 4x8' sheets and is available in
several different oatterns and colors.

lssue 141 article. The article "Be a post maste/'is avail-
able by purchasing either the entire back issue or just a
reprint of the arlicle. To order, call Schlabaugh and Sons,
800/346-9663. Forthe back issue, request issue no. 141,
$6.95 ppd. For the article reprint, request "Be a post
master," issue 141, pages 66 and 67, $5,00 ppd.

++
fLength depends
on depth of frost
l ine. See the
instruct ions.

tt
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@

11/2x31 /z  x  120"  Cedar  (2x4x10 ' )

1 1 / 2 x 3 1 / z x 1 Cedar (2x4x10')

3/qx31/z x 96" Cedar (1x4x8')

N T T T T I T
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T D T T T I I
T T T t r T N f
N T T t r T T I
t r t r t r t r t r r r
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T D N T T E ! T T T I T I D T T T T T T t r T
T T T T T T T I ! T T T T T I T T T T T T T
t r T T N D t r T N t r t r T T T T T T T X T T T t r
T I t r T T t r T N T t r T t r t r t r T X ! X T T T T
t r t r I ! t r t r t r t r I t r t r T t r T D N T ! T t r t r t r
t r t r t r T T N t r t r I t r I f I T D ! T ! T D T X

T f t r t r t r N T t r I t r T t r T T t r t r T ] t r [ T t r t r T N t r t r T t r T T
I T t r t r t r D t r t r I T ! t r D t r t r t r I ] T I t r t r T T T ! T I T T t r
T t r T I T T t r T T T T t r t r t r T T I ] I T t r I t r T T T T T T I T
T T t r T T T T I T T T T T T T I ! ] T T I T T t r T f T T T T T
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t r t r t r T T I t r t r I I T I ! T T T T T T T T N T I T T T ! T T T
T T T T T I T I T ! ! T ! t r T T N T T T t r T T T I t r T ! I ! !

t/a x 48 x 96" Plastic lattice
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very woodworker's shop should
have at least one pair of sawhorses.
By themselves, they support sheet

goods and boards for cutting into manage-
able pieces. Or, throw a scrap of plywood
across a pair of horses and instantly create an
extra worksurface. Some height-adjustable
sawhorses even convert into handy infeed
and outfeed tables.

The problem with shop-built horses is that
they take up a fair amount of floor space
even when not in use. That's why we like
today's commercial sawhorses that weigh
little and knock down to a fraction of their
in-use size for easy storage. Big-time capac-
ities come in these small packages, with
most of the tested sawhorses rated to hold
1,000 pounds or more per pair.

Horrl r re put the tlrorses

throrrgh their paces
If the sawhorses didn't already have a wood-
en beam, we attached one-a length of pine

iesi Jt

F UJ
' --l r- \ .--l

)5)
I

2x4, in most cases-and began our testing.
(This sacrificial beam protects both the
horse and your saw from cut-through dam-
age.) To test for stability, we dragged a sheet
of 3/q" plywood every which way we could
atop each pair of horses, much as you might
do when positioning a sheet before cutting.
Next, we placed more than 600 pounds of
weight on each pair and looked for any sag
in the legs or beams. Finally, we spent sev-
eral weeks usins the sawhorses in and out of
, the shop to get better acquainted with

each product's features.

Two rnethods
of downsizing
Stowable sawhorses "get small" in one of
two ways: Most break down or fold so that
they basically become flat versions of their
set-up selves (thin, but wide); the others
have collapsible legs that swing up and store
inside the beam. We found no advantages or
disadvantages to either style when it comes
to sag, stability, or weight capacity.

Fold-flat sawhorses set up in a heartbeat,
and can hang on a wall for storage, as shown
at left, or stand under one end of your bench.
Collapsible sawhorses take an extra couple
of setup steps, but break down into a com-
pact package that can be tucked away on a
shelf or in the trunk of the car.
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Gfyde & Dale's 321OO
800/390-5303, www.clydeanddales.com
These lightweight leg sets can't splay,
because they're manufactured as a
single, heart-shaped loop of tubular alu-
minum. That's a big reason why Clyde
& Dale's Sawhorses have the highest
weight-capacity rating in the test (3,000
pounds per pair).

You provide your own wooden beam,
and that presents advantages and a dis-
advantage. On the plus side, you can
make the horses practically any length
you want. And, you can adjust the
height of the horses by using different
widths of 2x lumber. To store the
sawhorses, merely slip the leg sets off
the ends of the beam. The leg sets nest
together nicely for storage, but you still
have to store the beams separately.

HandyHorse TS-21
Fulton Corporation, 800/252-0002
www.fultoncorp.com
Made entirely of stamped 2}-gauge
galvanized steel, the TS-21 is by far the
lightest of all the collapsible sawhorses,
weighing only 20 pounds per pair. But
the thin steel tended to cut into our hands
when we carried the horses by their
ends. The TS-21 also flexed and twisted
along its beam until we added a sacrifi-
cial2x4.

wwrv.woodonline.com
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*''." "* Ilote-ArHorse TS-5O1
Fulton Corporation
In some ways, the TS-501 is twice the
sawhorse the TS-21 is-twice the load
limit; twice the weight; twice the price.
Its 14-gauge, stamped-steel construction
reduces the twisting tendency of the
beam, and accounts for the weight dif-
ference, but builrin carrying handles
make lugging the pair easier.

The TS-501 is one of only three test-
ed sawhorses where the beam can be set
to different heights, but we found it the
most cumbersome to change, as shown
in the "Beam up, Scotty" section, on the
next page. And those legs must be
returned to their lowest height before
folding and storing, or they won't fit
inside the beam.

Malerick
Genesee Metal, 71 6/968-6000
www.geneseemetal.com
The highlight of this tubular-steel saw-
horse is its infinitely height-adjustable
beam, which means you can set it for
tablesaw infeed or outfeed support, or as
an extension to your workbench or
assembly table. But the downsides-a
$140 per-pair price tag and a mere
500-pound load rating-outweigh that
benefit, in our opinion. For storage, the
leg sets rotate 90o to fold against the
beam, making the sawhorses flat but
about 20" longer stored than when set up.

IVloUrrfing
thebeann
In most cases, attaching the sacrificial
beam is a simple matter of driving
a couple of screws through the horse's
beam into a 2x4. We found three
noteworthy exceptions to this rule, as
shown below.

The box tubing of the Clyde & Dale's
Sawhorses fits a 2x4 like a glove, but
leaves the metal exposed to a saw blade.
f nstead, we cut a kerf in a 2x6 (abovel lo
provide cut-through protection.

The vaguely X-shaped "Smart Grooves"
fit snugly over the ends of the Stanley
Adjustable Sawhorse's plastic beam.
The 2x4 sacrificial beam friction-fits into
the notches on edge (as shown abovel,
or flat, using the top notches.

Storehorse's V-shaped "Sawbucks"
accept a 2x4 or 2xG sacrificial beam laid
flat. However, the fit isn't snug to either
the sawhorse or the wooden beam, so
the beam slides in the Sawbucks, and
the Sawbucks slide on the sawhorse.
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Bearrr u11Scolily
For maximum versatility, we like a sawhorse with a height-adjustable beam. Three tested horses have such capability but,
as shown below, they vary in their ease ot uss.

GOOD: Ghanging the beam height of the
Tote-A-Horse TS-501 requires removing a
wing nut, carriage bolt, and the bottom
portion of each leg. Replace the leg bot-
tom in a new set of 4"-spaced locking
slots, then replace the nut and bolt.

BETTER: With no fixed increments,
Maverick's beam can be set literally any-
where from 28" to 38" high. You first
release the knurled locking knob, then a
clutch (like that on a pipe clamp), and
adjust one end at a time.

BEST: When folded flat, you can lift or
lower the Stanley's beam in 1" incre-
ments. Opening the horse to its in-use
position locks in the beam height. At full
height, the load limit is reduced from
1,000 to 800 pounds per pair.

Ilort.A-Mate
HTC Products, 800/62 4-2027
HTC's tubular-steel Port-A-Mate is the
only sawhorse that comes with a wood-
en (2x6) beam, so we didn't need to add
one. Because of the scissors-style legs,
you could bolt a pair of these sawhorses
to a sheet of plywood to create an easy-
to-fold temporary table. Or, add HTC's
optional mitersaw platform, and you
have a solid, stowable, mitersaw stand.
Port-A-Mate comes in two heights: The
HP-328-2 stands 26" tall. and the
HP-333-2.33".

StableMate
f owa Manufacturing, 8OOl882-4422
www.stablemateon I i ne.com
One of our favorites, this 16-gauge, gal-
vanized-steel sawhorse edges out the
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Fulton TS-501 for "heaviest horse" hon-
ors (at 38 pounds per pair), and proved
rock solid in our tests. Spring-loaded
ball catches keep the legs locked in both
set-up and stored modes.

If there were a "best accessorized"
award, StableMate would win that, too.
Add enough options, and you can turn it
into a full-blown mitersaw stand, com-
plete with workpiece. supports and
wheels. Choose from the 35"-tall
SH-4236-2. or the 29" SH-4230-2 (for
about $10 less per pair).

Rrrgged Brrddy
fblding Icgs
Target Precision, 31 01527 -7844
Like the Clyde & Dale's sawhorses,
Rugged Buddy doesn't come with a
beam, but each leg set's mounting plate
attaches to a 2x4 laid flat, or bolts
beneath a tabletop for a temporary table.
Rubber feet provided good purchase on
our concrete test flooi, making it one of
the more stable sawhorses in the test.
The legs lock when in the set-up orienta-

tion, but releasing them requires a tair
amount of force, and might be difficult if
you have limited hand strength.

Stantelr trdfr*atile Sewhorce
The Stanley Works, 888/628-4455
www.thesta n leyworks.com
Although made entirely of plastic, these
horses didn't sag or deflect any more
than the metal horses in our test.
Besides being height adjustable, the
Stanley Adjustable Sawhorse adjusts
widthwise as well: Pull on one end of the
beam, and both ends extend out to as
much as 4'7" wide-a perfect width for
cutting sheet goods.

Ingenious "Smart Grooves" allow you
to instantly add or remove a sacrificial
beam. (See the middle photo onthe pre-
vious page.) Flip these pieces over and
the V-groove holds dowel, pipe, or even
dimensional lumber for cutting-as
long as it's at least 29" long (the length
of the beam). We just wish there were
on-board storage for the Smart
Grooves: They're easy to misplace.
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CLYDE & DALE'S 321 00 333/n* 2731q T 3,000 N/A 8 x 2 8 x 3 6 G N/A G Life U 6 $80

FULTON
HandyHorse TS-21 291|t 321/z GS 24 /:e 1 ,000 NiA 8 x 3 2 1 / 2 x 1 2 G G NiA Life U 20 28

Tote-A-Horse TS-501 25-40 38 SS 1831t SS 2,000 IVA 4 x 3 8 x 5 G G G G Life U 37 o3

GENESEE METAL Maverick 28-38 32 ss 251/z TS 500 h 5 x 5 2 x 2 7 G G G G G G M .  R S Life U 30 1 4 0

HTC Port-A-Mate HP-328-2 33 z#lq W 1911cTS 1,000 P I x293/q x 37 G N/A G G Life U 30 78

IOWA MANUFACTURING StableMate SH-4236-2 35 421/q GS 251/z GS 1,000 P I NI/A G C, E,  R,  SB,  W l y r U 38 80

STANLEY Adjustable Sawhorse 30-37 23-4i P 'l.9plq P 1,O00' P 5 x291lzx 32 G 6 yrs I 1 4 50

STOREHORSE

XL 30 30 P 171/c P 1 ,000 N/A 4 x 3 0 x 3 1 lVA G H , P , S l y r U 20 40

XT 36 30 P 20 t-A 1,000 t{/A 4 x 3 0 x 3 8 IVA G H , P , S l y r U 26 50

Series ll 3O3/q 27 P 17112 P 1,000 N/A 4 x 2 8 x 3 0 IVA G H , P 1 y l U 1 8 30

TARGET PRECISION Rugged Buddy 34112" 241/z SS 2,000 R 7 x241lzx33 G N/A G G M 2 yrs U 1 2 35

WOODCRAFT SUPPLY Portable Saw Horses 313/a 39112 SS 1 5 SS 1,500 R 31/zx391lzxst/, I G G N/A 1 y ( T 60

Not including sacrificial beam.
() With 2xO beam

C) With 2x beam

(-) Beam provided by user.

3. (cs)
(P)

(PA)
(ss)
(r)

(TS)
(w)

Galvanized steel
Plastic
Plastic with tubular-aluminum reinforcement
Stamoed steel
Tubular  a luminum
Tubular steel
Wood

G omer rypes or roo,r, 
",,"* 

oif
| "Tool Comparlsons" at www.reoodmall.com. I

Supplied with attached sacrificial beam. 8. (Lile) Lifetime warranty against tactory defects.

(C) Tool-mountingclamps
(E) Extension wings
(H) Hobby top
(M) Mitersaw platform
(P) Power strip
(R) Work supports

(RS) Roller supports
(S) Sawbucks

(SB) Shelf brackets
(W) Wheel kit

z-

9. (U) United States
(l) lsrael

(T) Taiwan

10. Prices current at time of article's production,
and do not include shipping where applicable.

4. Rating from manufaclurer.
(-) Limit reduced to 800 lb. at full height

! Excellent @ o*o ffi rair

Storehorse
The Lehigh Group, 800/523-9382
www.lehighgroup.com
Although similar to the Stanley
Adjustable Sawhorse in construction,
capacity, stability, and stowability,
Storehorse lacks the versatility and reli-
able sacrificial-beam-mounting system.
Still, even if you cut into the plastic
beam cap, you wouldn't damage your
tools or hurt the integrity of the horse.
On two models-the XT and Series II-
the removable beam cap has a V-groove
for cutting small or round stock.

/\

Portalrte Saw Horses
Woodcraft Supply, 800/225-1 153
www.woodcraft.com
Made of heavy-gauge steel, these
sawhorses are among our favorites, in
large part because they store the smallest
of all the models in the test. Like other
collapsible horses, the legs fold up inside
the beam. Then, both beams lock togeth-
er into one dense but portable package
(see photo, above right) for maximum
mobility. Though compact, a pair of
Portable Saw Horses provides 1,500 lb.
of load capacity.

When was the last time you carried two
sawhorses in one hand? Woodcraft's
Portable Saw Horses snap together
when stored to keep the other hand free.

Wlrich horse is right
for yorrr horrse?
Three models tripped our trigger: Iowa
Manufacturing's StableMate lives up to
its name, offering self-storing legs in a
rugged body, with few moving parts and
plenty of add-on options. Need some-
thing that stores a little smaller and is a
little more portable? Try Woodcraft's
Portable Saw Horses. On the other hand.
Stanley's flat-folding Adjustable Sawr
horse combines versatility, light weight,
and height adjustability into an easily
manageable sawhorse.ll

Written by Dave Gampbellwith Phill ip Goodwin
Photographs: Baldwin Photography
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ooking for a handsome, func-
tional project that won't overtax
your woodworking skills?

Here's one, and it makes a wonderful
storage or hope chest. You'll find the
construction of this piece strictly
straightfonruard, with groove-and-tenon
joints you cut with only a tablesaw.
Blankets, toys, or family keepsakes will
never have a more beautiful home.

Start with the carcase
parils and to1l cleats
Note: For the best fitting joints,
surface-plane at the same time all
materials that require the same fin-
ished thickness.

',fi From 8/4 walnut, cut the legs (A) to
'& the size listed in the Materials List

and set aside. You also can make the legs
by laminating three 3/+"-thick boards and
surface-planing to the listed dimensions.
ffiFrom 5/4 walnut, planed to 1" thick,
&*w cut the side top rails (B), side bottom
rails (C), stiles (D), front/back top rails
(E), front/back bottom rails (F),
front/back cleats (G), side cleats (H), and
top cleats (I) to the sizes listed.

ffi Cut a 3/s" notch in both ends of the
tos side cleats (H), where shown on
Drawing 1a.

,,rt;Lay out and cut a 3/q" radius on the
"',ii ends of the top cleats (I), where shown
on Drawing 1. Then rout a %" round-over
on the outer edges of the cleats.

ffiTo form the Vz"-thick side panels (J)
+j'f and front/back panels (K), first cut

z/a+" pilol hole %" deep

44',
t/2" round-over'- -; t/e" round-over

4',
7ez" shank hole, countersunk R=3h"

#8 x 1 1/2' F.H. wood screw

#8 x 1 r/2" brass F.H. wood screw

\
7sz" shank hole, countersunk

t/aq" pilol hole e/+" deep

/'1

Vr"l

/+" cove

#8 x 11/z '  F.H.
wood screws

Veneer lamination
lines centered on outside
face of each panel

rvrvrv. wo odo nline. com

ll exeloDED vrEW

lE eoTToM NorcH DETATL

2
\
)

#8 x 11/z '  F.H.
wood screws
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F
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t r e a s u r e d  c h e s t

201/z'

Width must
match
thickness of
laminated
panels.

Tenon width
must match 3/a'i.
thickness of
laminated panels.

of each panel facing the outside of the
chest. Then, glue and clamp the panel
sets back to back.

Machine tlre details
on tlre carcase parils

To cut the grooves in the legs (A) to
receive the side panels (J), front/back

panels (K), and the tenons of the rails,
install a3/s" dado blade in your tablesaw.
Adjust it to cut Vzz" deeper than the 3/s"

depth shown on Drawing 2 to allow for
glue squeeze-out and to ensure that the
rail tenons do not bottom out in the
grooves. Using a scrap the same thick-
ness as the legs for a test cut, position
your tablesaw fence so that the dado
blade will cut a groove that is just shy of
being centered in the scrap. Make the cut,
turn the piece around, and make another
cut to widen the groove. Test-fit a panel
in the groove. Adjust the fence and repeat
the test cut, as necessary, until the panel
fits in the groove. Then, cut the two
grooves in each leg.

To cut the grooves in the side top
rails (B), side bottom rails (C), stiles

E cnoovE-AND-TENoN JoINERY

(D), front/back top rails (E), and
front/back bottom rails (F), where shown
on Drawing 3, to receive the panels and
stile tenons, follow the same process that
you used for adjusting the fence position
for the legs (A) except use a scrap that is
the same thickness as the rails for your
test piece. Then, cut the grooves in the
rails. where shown.

Now, to form the /s"-long tenons on
the ends of the rails (B, C, E, F) and

stiles (D), where shown on Drawing 3,
begin by attaching an auxiliary fence to
your tablesaw miter gauge to avoid chip-
out, and also attach a stopblock to the
fence. Adjust the height of your /s" dado
blade to t/q" and set the stopblock 7s"
from the side of the blade, as shown in
Photo A. Using a scrap that is the same
thickness as the rails and stiles, cut one
end of the piece, turn it over, and cut it
again to form a tenon. Tesrfit the tenon
in the leg groove. Adjust the blade height
and test-cut, as necessary, until you get
the proper fit of the tenon. Then, cut the
tenons on the ends of all of the rails.

Lay out the arch in the side bottom
rails (C) and front/back bottom rails

(F), where shown on Drawings 4 and 5.
Refer to the shop tip, An easy way to lay
out smooth arches. Now, bandsaw the
arches and sand to remove saw marks.

15t/q" for paftO
391/q" tor part @

Paper pattern and 1/4" hardboard
template for marking the leg profile

/+"-thick cherry plywood to the sizes
listed. (You'll need to double the quanti-
ty in the Materials List.) For the best
appearance, cut the panels so that the
veneer lamination line will be in the cen-
ter of each panel, where shown on
Drawing 1. Determine which panels-
when placed side by side-offer the best
overall look, and which can be joined

back to back. You'll want the best face

Cut the tenons on the rai ls and st i les
using a stopblock, as shown, to ensure
a consistent tenon length.
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Width of grooves
must match width
of laminated panels.
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@ sroe PANEL
(outside face shown)

Good sides facing out

Veneer lamination
centered on outsic
face of each panel

Good sides

Veneer lamination l ine centered
on outside face of each panel

Chuck a %" round-over bit in your
router, and rout the three outer edges

and all bottom edges of the legs (A),
where shown on Drawing 4.

Let the assertrbly begin
To form each side of the chest, first
dry-assemble the legs (A), side top

rails (B), side bottom rails (C), stiles (D),
and side panels (J). See Drawing 4. Check
for correct fit and for square. Then, glue
up and clamp each side-panel assembly.

To form the front and back panel
assemblies, dry-assemble the stiles

1 5 r / o ' t t =

L]L
| 

-\___--P 
\

\ / 7a" round- 
..- 

Panels are laminated
I I overs from two thicknesses

| | 
of r/a" plywood.

tt le" round-overs
along al l  bottom edges

l
20t/z'

l (D), the front/back top rails (E), rhe
front/back bottom rails (F), and
front/back panels (K). See Drawing 5. To
keep the stiles evenly spaced, use mask-
ing tape to mark their locations on the
face of the rails. Check for square; then,
glue up and clamp.

Unclamp and sand all the panel
assemblies. Then, place each assem-

bly outside face down and, referencing
Drawings 1 and 6, measure l3/+" down
from the top edge of the side bottom rails
(C) and front/back bouom rails (F) for the
location of the top edge of the side cleats
(H) and front/back cleats (G). Because rhe
front/back cleats (G) fit berween the side
cleats (H) when the panel assemblies are
joined together, you must center the
front/back cleats (G) on the rails, where
shown in the drawings.

With the cleats correctly positioned
on the rails, drill pilot and counter-

sunk shank holes through the cleats into
the rails, where shown on Drawings 1 and 6.

Gornplete the legs
Cut the fil ler srrips (L), which fil l
the bottom of the grooves in the

legs (A). Cut the str ips sl ightly proud
of 3/s" thick.

Glue and clamp the filler srrips (L) in
the legs (A), where shown on

Drawing 2. When the glue is dry, sand
the strips flush with the legs.

To cut the curves in the bottom of the
legs (A), first make a photocopy of

the leg full-size pattern in the WOOD
PATTERNSa inserl. Then, usin-e spray
adhesive, adhere the pattern to a piece of
/+" hardboard to make a template. Cut
and sand the hardboard to the pattern line.

Using the template, lay out the
curves on each leg (the curves are on

the two sides with the grooves).
Bandsaw and sand the curves to the lay-
out l ines.

www.woodonline. corn

An easy way to lay out
smootr arches
Mark arches of nearly any length or
curvature using this simple method. $
Clamp three stopblocks to the work-
piece, two at the ends of the arch and
one at its middle (this block should come
to a point) as shown. Rip a r/e"-thick
fairing strip of wood, position it
between the blocks, and mark the arch.
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fl rnorur AND BAcK eANEL
(outside face shown) Panels are laminated =-\lJ

from two thicknesses o1-\
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Then, attach the cleats to the rails with
glue and #9xlt/z" flathead wood screws.

On a flat surface, glue and clamp the
end-panel assemblies to the front-

and back-panel assemblies to form the
chest. Check for square.

From 34" cherry plywood, cut the
bottom (M) to the size listed. Then

form the 7s" notch in the corners, where
shown on Drawing 1b.

Place the bottom (M) on the cleats
and drill pilot and countersunk shank

holes through the cleats into the bottom,
where shown on Drawings 1 and 6.
Attach the bottom to the cleats with
#8xIVz" flathead wood screws.

Now add the trirn
From z/+" -thtck walnut, cut the
front/back top trim (N) and side top

trim (O) to the sizes listed except make

201/2"

the lengths 1" longer to allow for the
ends to be miter-cut later.

Chuck a Vq" cove bit in your table-
mounted router and rout a Vq" cove

along the outer bottom edge of all of the
trim pieces, where shown on Drawings 1
and 6a. Switch to aVs" round-over bit and
rout the top outer edge of all of the pieces.

Miter-cut all of the trim pieces to the
finished length. Then, position the

front/back top trim (N) and side top trim
(O) on the chest, where shown on
Drawing 1, so that the outer edge of the
trim overhangs the legs (A) by 3/8",

where shown on Drawing 6a. Glue and
clamp the trim in place.

Drill pilot and countersunk shank
holes through the front/back and

side trim into the rails, where shown
on Drawing 1, and drive the #8xIVz"
brass flathead wood screws.

Tirne to top it off
Cut enough rZ"-thick random-width
walnut boards for the top (P). Cut the

boards so that when placed edge to edge
they exceed the top's finished width and
length by 1".

Joint the edges of the boards; then
glue and clamp them to form the top,

keeping it as flat as possible. Remove
any squeeze-out. When the glue is dry,
cut the top (P) to the size listed.

Set up your router with a Vz" round-
over bit, and rout the perimeter of the

top (P) on its bottom side, where shown on
Drawings 1 and 6a. Switch to anVs" round-
over bit, and rout the perimeter of the top on
its face side, where shown. Sand smooth.

Position the cleats (I) on the bottom
face of the top (P), where shown on

Drawing 1, and drill pilot and counter-
sunk shank holes through the cleats into
the top for #8.xlVz" flathead wood
screws. Remove the cleats.

To allow for expansion and contrac-
tion of the top, drill a 3/s" counterbore

s/s" deep in the bottom of the cleats in the
two outer screw holes (see the Shop Tip,
below /e/). Now, screw (no glue) the
cleats to the top.

Attach the lid
to the chest

To locate the positions for the no-
mortise hinges, first make the hinge

locating jig, shown on Drawing 7. With
the top (P) face down, position the jig on
the back edge of the top (as viewed from
the back) flush with its right end. Place a
hinge in the opening in the center of the
jig with the banel up (to keep the hinge
flat for marking) and against the jig. Mark
the locations for the hinge screws in the
small leaf part of the hinge. Now, move
the jig and hinge to the left end of the top,
flush with the edge of the top, and again
mark the screw hole locations in the
hinge. Drill pilot holes in the marked
locations, and attach the hinges to the top
with#Sxs/a" flathead wood screws.

To locate the hinge positions on the
back top trim (N) of the chest, see

Photo B for set-up. With the top (P) posi-
tioned as shown and the top centered
end-to-end with the chest. mark the
screw locations on the trim. Attach the
hinges to the trim with #Sxs/s" flathead
wood screws in pilot holes.

To install the flap stay, cut the filler
block (Q) (or two blocks if you want

tlT?illt t l
Low-tech trick gwes solid-rpood
panels room to rnone
There's no getting around it: wood con-
tracts and expands with changes in sea-
sonal humidity. lf you don't allow for that
movement, wide panels of solid wood wil l
bow, cup, or split. So, when you screw
cleats to solid panels, counterbore the
screw holes in the cleat as shown. That
allows the screw to move back and forth
as the panel moves. Never glue cleats to
wide, solid-wood panels.
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To locate the hinge positions on the
back top trim (N), set the chest on 11/2"-
high support blocks (we used 2x4s).
Position the top (P) as shown.

to install a second flap stay) from t/2"-
thick walnut to the size listed. (We
installed one flap stay and found this to
be adequate. However, if you prefer addi-
tional resistance to lid closure for safety
reasons, install the additional flap stay.)
Glue and clamp the block to the side top
rail (B), where shown on Drawing 6.

When the glue is dry, secure the block by
driving a screw in the center into a pilot
hole. Attach the flap stay to the block and
to the top (P), where shown, by driving
screws into pilot holes.

Sand and linish it rrp
Remove the flap stay and hinges.
Finish-sand the entire chest with

220-grit sandpaper.
Apply a clear finish of your choice,
sanding between coats and removing

dust with a tack cloth. We suggest using
a penetrating oil, such as Watco Danish
Oil, for the chest portion to highlight the
grain and enhance the colors of the
woods. For the top, we recommend aZar
polyurethane finish to provide more
durable protection for this piece.
Because multiple coats of satin
polyurethane have a potential to cloud
the finish, we recommend that you first
apply two coats of high-gloss
polyurethane followed by a final coat of
satin polyurethane. Sand and remove
dust between all coats.

Install the hardware and start fillins
the chest. i

Written by Owen Duvall
Project design: Kent Welsh
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography;
Douglas E. Smith

rrraterials list

A legs 13/t', 13/t', 201/z^ W

B side top rails 1 ' 21/qu 15t/q' W

C side bottom rails 1u 4u 151/q' W

D stiles 1 u 2Vz' 12'

E fronVback top rails 1" 21/q' 39t/e' W
F fronUback

bottom rails I 4' 39Y4' W

G fronVback cleats 1' 1 371/4' W

H side cleats 1 ' 1" 151/q' W

I top cleats 1 1" 13r/z'  W

J side panels 1/2, 611A6t 1115A6" LCP 4

K fronVback panels 1/z' 87A6" 1115/16" LCP 8

L- filler strips s/e' 1/z' 3u W

M bottom 3/q' 15Vt' 391/t" CP

N- fronVback top trim s/+" 21/t' 42Vq' W

0-side top trim 3/qu 21/q, 183/q' W

P- top 3/q' 20' 44', EW
Q filler block 1/z' 2Vq' 2t/t' W
.Pads initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials Key: W-walnut, CP-cherry plywood,
EW-edge-joined walnut, LOP-laminated /e' cherry ply-
w000.

Supplies: #8x1t/z" flathead wood screws, #8x1%" brass
flathead wood screws, #SxTa" flathead wood scfewS, /+"
hardboard, spray adhesive, glue, clear finish.

Buying Guide
Hardware. 3x1" no-mortise hinges no. 00H51.04, $2.50
per pair; flap stay no. 00U06.01, $11.90 per stay. Order
from Lee Valley, 12 East River St., Ogdensburg, NY
13669, call800/871-8158, or go to www.leevalley.com.

3/qxs/q x 13" stock

2" dadoes
t/q" deep 3 x 1" no-mort ise hinoe

13"  3 "

E nrruce-LocATtNG Jtc

crrtting
diagra,rrr

1/2" dado s/ro" deep

@

3/q x 24 x 48" Cherry plywood

P P
3/qx51/z x 96" Walnut (2 needed)

3/qx51/e x 96" Walnut

13/q x 51/z x 48" Walnut

11Aax71 /qx96"  Wa lnu t
(5/4 stock planed to 1" thick.)

1%a x 91/q x 96" Walnut (5/4 stock planed to 1" thick.)

*Plane or resaw to thickness
listed in the Materials List.

l/q x 48 x 96" Cherry plywood
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that prornise
to raise ylour
table-rnounted
router with
precision and
contrenience.

hen Canadian machinist
Darrin Smith introduced the
JessEm Rout-R-Lift to the

woodworking world in 1999, he brought
the router table one step closer to the
spindle shaper that inspired it. By drop-
ping a crank into a hole in the lift's insert
plate, woodworkers could now change
the cutting height of a router bit without
fumbling around underneath the table.
Since then, other manufacturers have
come up with their own through-the-
tabletop router lifts. But such conve-
nience doesn't come cheap-you'll pay
S90-$360 for a router lift.

Are they worth it? That depends on
your situation. If you're starting from
scratch, you could easily spend $800 on
a commercially made router table, mid-
size router, and a lift. That's more than
you might spend on a shaper with simi-
lar power and capabilities. But if you

Need a lift?
We shop-test
eight mechanisms

@

Readersttop 5
We asked woodworkers on our Web site, www.woodonline.com,
what they want to know most about router l i fts. Here's what they
told us:
1. Will i t f i t my router?
2. Will it fit in my router table?
3. How quickly and accurately can I set the bit 's height?
4. How easy is it to change bits?
5. Can I sti l l  use my router for handheld tasks?
We answer these questions starting on the opposite page.
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already have a table, router, and bits,
adding a lift could be as simple as
mounting your router to an insert plate
and dropping it in.

Garrging success: Hour
we tested the lifts
Any good router keeps the bit perpen-
dicular to its base, but do these lifts
maintain that perpendicularity through-
out their full elevation range? Using a
precision-ground race shaft in the
mounted router's collet, as shown oppo-
site,we found that they do.

To test the accuracy of the height-
adjustment mechanism, we raised and
lowered the router to specific heights by
counting turns of the crank, then measur-
ing the actual cutting depth. Next, we
routed 100'of Vz"-deep dado in plywood,
and measured the difference in depth
from the start to the end of the cut. After
this messy test, we examined each lift for
dust-related difficulties. Finally, we used
each lift in our daily shop duties for more
than a month to give us a good feel for
how easy it is to change bits, remove and
remount the router to the table. and use
the fine-adjustment scales.

Arrswers to your lfrtes-
tions aborrt router lifts
L WiA il fit my router? The model-by-
model summaries, beginning onthe next
page, give more specifics, but here's the
scoop in a nutshell: Virtually any popu-
lar fixed-base or plunge router will
mount to Rout-R-Lift or XACTA-Lift.
And Router Raizer works with most
plunge routers.

The rest of the lifts are fairly finicky
about their partners. Three of the fixed-
base-only lifts are designed for a Porter-
Cable 75I8, but will also accept midsize
routers from Bosch, Makita, and Porter-

Adapter collars make midsize routers fit the ProLift Ni28, Mast-R-Lift, and Precision
Router Lift (PRL), shown above. The Prolift Al13 fits these routers out of the box.

Cable, using optional adapters like that
shown above. Plungelift currently
mounts to only five plunge routers, with
more promised in the future.
2. Will it fit in my router table? That
depends on the size of your existing
insert plate, so check the Insert Plate
Sizes chart, below left. It your current
insert is smaller, you can enlarge the
hole to fit. Half of the lifts provide
insert-plate levelers; the'rest, you'11 have
to shim yourself.

On the other hand, if you have a cast-
iron or steel tabletop, machining an
opening to accept the insert plate isn't an
option. Your only choice in such cases is
Router Raizer, which works with any
router table you can drill a hole through.
3. How quickly and accurately can I set
the bit's height? That depends on how

many crank turns it takes to raise
the bit. (See the chart, at right.)
The more turns required, the easi-
er it is to make fine adjustments;
the fewer turns, the less time it
takes to make large changes.

Except for Router Raizer and
both Woodpecker lifts, all of the
lifts have an anti-backlash mecha-
nism. (See Dealing with Backlash
on the next page.) With this, you
can adjust for wear between the
leadscrew and the carriage-a big
plus if you'll use the lift a lot.

Once set, all of the lifts held their
ground well, varying less than /oc" after
routing 100'of dado. The Bench Dog lifts
have a thumbscrew lock on the carriage
for holding the height, but we didn't find
them any more or less accurate in this test
than the models without a lock.

Speaking of locks, you'll have to deal
with the router's own plunge lock if you
use Router Raizer or Plungelift. If your
plunge router locks on release, such as on
Porter-Cable plunge routers, you'll have
to reach under the table to hold the lock
open while you adjust the lift from above,
negating one of the lifts' key benefits.

All of the insert-based lifts have a fine-
adjustment scale, but only the Bench
Dogs and the Precision Router Lift
scales can be "zeroed" to your bit height
to measure only the change in height.

11/+" x14Vq"

11{q" x14Yc"

ROUTER
TECHNOLOGIES

9rA" xllVt'

9 l t "  x11Ve"

ROUTER
TECHNOLOGIES
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Cranking the BenchDog ProLift Ni28 to
full height makes bit changing easy
from above the table.

4. How easy is it to change bits? After
removing the reducer ring, if used, the
fixed-base-only models allow you to
raise the collet above the table, as shown
above, for easy bit changes. Changing
bits on the rest of the models is about the
same as changing bits in the same table-
mounted router without a lift.
5. Can I still use rny router for hand-
heldtasks? Sure, but some lifts make the
switch easier than others. Reverting to
handheld use with Router Raizer is as
simple as dismounting the router from
your table-the device stays on the
router and functions even handheld.
Plungelift requires reinstalling the
plunge router's depth-stop rod.

On the fixed-base-only lifts, nrning a
few screws loosens the motor clamp
enough to remove it and remount it in the
router's original base. However, with
XACTA-Lift and Rout-R-Lift, plan on
dedicating a router to the table. Why?
Because to revert to handheld, you must
frst remove the carriage plate from the
cariage, then the router from the car-
riage, and finally the universal mounting
plate from the router. It's cumbersome.

A lift.bv-lift look at
the tesled rnodels
Bench Dog Prolift Af13
800f786-8902, www. benchdog.com
Out of the box, fifs; Bosch 1617/1618,
DeWalt DW610, Porter-Cable 690. Mfh
adapter ($16), fits: Makita RF1100/1 101.
Instead of a hex-shanked crank to turn
the leadscrew, the all-aluminum Prolift
Al13 uses a e/r6" deep-well socket (pro-
vided), so you don't have to keep track
of a special tool to use the lift. The fine-
adjusfinent scale fits over the socket, as
shown above right.

To accommodate slight variations in
router-motor diameters that could cause
the carriage to bind on its guide posts,
you calibrate the posts to fit your router.
And the cariage has cooling fins to dis-
sipate motor heat.

We like almost everything about this
lift except bit changing. The leadscrew

O-rings inside the Bench Dog fine-
adjustment scale hold the socket shaft
firmly, yet allow you to zero the scale to
the index mark on the insert plate.

moves the router fast, but to raise the col-
let through the tabletop, you must first
remove the reducerring, which is secured
to the insert with three socket-head Allen
screws. And, because the insert plate is
designed to fit Bench Dog's router table
(with its integral plateJeveling mecha-
nism), this plate has no levelers.

continued

Deding wfth Backlash
Backlash is the amount ths lsadscrew turns before the lift starts to move when changing diroctions, and it's a fact of life in
leadscrew-driven machin€s like these lifts. (Your tabl€saw's height- and bevel-adjustment cranks also have some back-
lash.) Let's say you need to raise the bit .010", bul you accidentally raise it .012'. lf there's .001' of backlash in the sys-
tem, turning the crank back down to .010' will only lower the bit to .011'. (fhs first .001" is lost to backlash.) To compen-
sate, turn the crank down to a few thousandths bslow the .010" mark, then back up to .010".

How we measured backlashl After calibrating the height of a gauge pin (in the router collet) to "0" on the fine-adjustment
scale (Step 1), we raised the router at least one-half turn of the crank (Step 2). We then turned the crank back to "0" (Step 3), where
the dial indicator shows the amount of backlash.
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Ups and Dorrltrs of the Tested Lifts
Although we tested eight router lifts, we found that they operated in the four ways shown herc.

FIXED.BASED.ROUTER.ON LY LI FTS
Bench Dog Prolift Al13 (shown) and Prolift Ni28,

JessEm Mast-R-Lift, and Woodpecker Precision Router Lift

The four fixed-base-only lifts operate in essentially the same
way: Remove the router's base and mount the motor to the car-
riage. Both Bench Dog units use direct drive (as shown here).
Mast-R-Lift uses a belt and pulleys to link the crankshaft to the
leadscrew; Precision Router Lift uses a chain and sprockets.

UNIVERSAL LIFTS
JessEm Rout-R-Lift
and Jet XACTA-Lift

Universal lifts-the nearly identical JessEm Rout-R-Lift and Jet
XACTA-Lift-accept virtually any router, fixed- or plunge-base,
because the router mounts, base and all, to the carriage plate.
This additional thickness can limit the cutting depth, depending
on the router.

PLU NGE-ROUTER.ONLY LI FTS
Router Technologies Router Raizer Woodpecker plungeLift

Top drive

Crankshaft

The plunge-router'only models-Router Raizer (ret4 and Plungelift (rtghtF-rely on your router's built-in posts to guide the router
through its up-and-down travel, making them only as accurate as the router you us; them with. (The fixei-base-oily and universal
designs vlrtually eliminate the router from the accuracy equalion because lha elevation actlon h;ppens outslde the router.)

www.woodonline.com
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Bench Dog Protift Ni28
Out of the box, fifs: Porter-Cable 7518.
With adapter ($20} fifs; Bosch 1617/1618,
DeWalt DW610, Porter-Cable 690, Makita
RF1 1 00/1 1 01 .
The beefy Prolift Ni 28 is the cast-iron
version of the A113, with a one-piece
carriage casting and a nickel-plated
insert plate that should last a lifetime.
This thing is so massive, it comes with
an aluminum-channel stiffener to keep
your tabletop from sagging under its 34-
pound weight (not including router).

The heavyweight reducer rings stay
put without being fastened to the insert
plate in most cases. But on the unit we
tested, they stood as much as .007"
proud of the plate, catching on stock as
we worked. Bench Dog's Norston
Fontaine suspects that our plate's rabbet
may not have been machined deep
enough, adding, "We've sold hundreds
of these units without a single complaint.
If there's a problem, call us and we'll
make it right."

JessErn Mast-R-Lift
800/436-6799, www. jessem.com

Out of the box, flfs; Poder-Cable 7518.
With adapter ($20), flfs; Bosch 1617/1618,
DeWalt DW610, Porter-Cable 690, Makita
RF1 100/ '1  101.

Our first impression when we pulled the
Mast-R-Lift out of the box was, "Wow,
that's pretty." Its beauty isn't just skin
deep, though, as this lift's perforrnance
backed up that impression in spades.

Although similar to the Prolift 4'113,
Mast-R-Lift improves on that model in a
couple of ways. First, removing a reduc-
er ring to change bits requires only a
simple flick of the wrist using a spanner
wrench that comes with the lift.

Secondly, Mast-R-Lift's insert plate
has a leveling system for flushing the
plate to your tabletop. However, the lev-
elers adjust from the bottom, so we spent
a fair amount of trial-and-error time
installing and adjusting it. Mast-R-Lift's
3"-tall crank easily clears most router-
table fences.

JessEm Rout-R-Lift
Out of the box, flfs; Bosch 1450, 1604,
161 1 , 1613, 1617; Craftsman 3- and 4-hole
bases; DeWalt DW610, DW615, DW621,
DW624, DW625; Elu 2721, 3337-9; Freud
FT2000; Hitachi M12V TR12; Makita
1 100/1 101 series, 3600, 3621, 36128; al l
Milwaukee; Porter-Cable 1 00, 51 8, 520,
536, 690 series, 7518/19, 7538/39; Ryobi
180,500/501, RE-600.
Rout-R-Lift fits more routers than any
other in the test, and its mounting plate

comes predrilled for all of the routers
listed. Unfortunately, it doesn't hold a
candle to Mast-R-Lift (although they
both share the same under-the-insert-
plate leveling system).

You can't raise the collet high enough
to change bits from above, but a finger
hole helps when removing the lift to
change bits. And, the insert plate is about
twice the size of the other lifts' plates-
something to consider if you have a
miter slot in your existing router table.

Jet XAGTA-Lift
8OO I 27 4-6848, www. j ettoo I s. co m
Out of the box, flfs: Same models as
JessEm Rout-R-Lift.
This lift is virtually identical to the
JessEm Rout-R-Lift with a couple of
notable exceptions. First, it comes with a
nice aluminum fence, shown opposite;
and the insert plate lacks levelers.

Router Technologies
Router Raizer
866/266-1 293, www.routertechnologies.com
R2100 kit fits: Craftsman 27505,27506,
27510,27511; DeWalt DW625; Elu 3337,
3338, 3339; Freud FT2000, FT2000E;
Hitachi M12V TR12; Makita 36128R,
36128, 3612Q: Porter-Cable 693, 6931
base, 7529, 7538,7539; Ryobi RE600.

INSERT PLATE
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BENCH DOG
ProLiftAll3 AL ' 1 2 3s/e 2,25la AL o-/8 u s A , G , P , Z 2 U 1 2 $280

ProLlft Ni28 t/ l 1 l z 33/q 2 , 2 5 / a cl 0.0025 G A , G , P , Z 2 U 34 370

JESSEM
Mast-R-Lift AL 21 lsz 3s/a 11lz AL 31lz 0.0020 G G S A , R 2 1 4 270

Rout-R-Lift AL " /  1 6 35/a 11 /z AL 2slrc 0.0050 G G G R z 1 3 200

JET XACTA.LiTt AL 35/e 11lz AL 2slrs 0.0050 G G G F , S R 2 '14 280

ROUTER
TECHNOLOG!ES

Router Raizer N/A 23ll NUA N/A G' N/A G G 2 U u . c 90

WOODPECKER
PlungeLift AL sla 35le 1 , 1elro,21lz AL 0.0010 G G G S c , z LIFE U 4.5 l E n

Precision Router Lift AL -ta 3s/e 1 ,  131.o,21lz AL 431rc 0.0010 G I G u S A , C , Z LIFE U 1 4 ZJU

I For specltlcatlons on other types ol tools, cltck onl
| "Tool Comparlsons" at www.woodmg!,9otrJ

8. (C) Canada
(U) United States

Freehand.routing.guard.with dust-collection port 9 prices current at time ofPorter-Cable guide-bushing adapter
Reducer-rins iet :;::"- Afff;i"r;i#tiibffil
glllil9^tili:lrreehand routins wnere ipprciore.' 

'
zero-ctearance tnsen

Adaoter collar for mid-size fixed-base routers
Extended-height crank
Router-table fence

lExce l len t  @cooo ! ra i r

f) Accuracy dependent on plunge router used.

(-) Scale cannot be zeroed.

(-) Backlash adjustment provided.

7. (A)
(c)
(F)
(G)
(P)
(R)
(s)
(z)

NOTES:

Aluminum
Cast lron
Steel

May vary depending
on router used.

1 .  (AL)
(ct)
(s)

z .

4.

5 .

6 .

(.)
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XACTA-Lift 's fence features movable
medium-density fiberboard (MDF) faces,
a bit guard, and dust-collection port.

R2200 kit fits: Bosch 1617/18, 1619; Fein
RT1800; Makita RP1 100/01 and
RF1 100/01 plunge base.
Fitting most plunge routers on the mar-
ket today, Router Raizer is the only test-
ed lift priced under $100. With no insert
plate, it works in almost any router table.

Installing Router Raizer can take a
couple of hours, and in some cases
requires dissasembly, removal, and/or
drilling of the router's parts. Before you
buy, we recommend you visit the manu-
facturer's Web site to preview the

change routers. Plungelift's carriage
replaces the router's depth-stop rod, so
returning to handheld mode requires
reinstalling the rod.

As for the insert plate, we like the eight
set-screw levelers that adjust from the
top of the plate. And, a pair of spring-
loaded ball bearings in adjacent edges of
the plate provide a comfortably snug fit
in its table opening.

Woodpecker
Precision Router Lift (PRf,)
Out of the box, flts; Porter-Cable 7518.
With adapter ($30), fits: Bosch 1617/1618,
Porter-Cable 690, Makita RF1 100/1 101 .
PRL's insert plate has the same attribut-
es we liked in its brother, the Plungelift.
And, like the other fixed-base-only lifts,
you can raise the router collet above the
table for changing bits. But we down-
graded both Woodpecker lifts' ratings
for bit-changing ease because of the 32-
turns-per-inch required to raise the collet
through the insert plate.

When routing with the bit partially
captured in the fence, as shown below,
we found that the crank handle hits the
fence. You can purchase an optional 8"-
high crank rod for $15.

ffirich lifts rise to the
to1r of the pacL?
Because most lifts fit specific models,
you may simply have to choose a lift that
fits your router. Undoubtedly, the cast-

iron Bench Dog Prolift Ni28 is as tough
and accurate a lift as you'll find, bringing
near-shaper qualities to the router table.
But for $100less, we'd opt for JessEm's
Mast-R-Lift. We think it's worth the
savings unless you're in a professional
cabinet shop.

If you're on a budget and already own
a plunge router, go with Router Raizer
(if it fits your router). You'll still be able
to use your router for handheld tasks
with a minumum of hassle.i

Written by Dave Gampbellwith Garry Smith
lllustrations: Tim Cahill
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

Visit vuuurw.r,uoodrnall- corrl
to talk aborrt rorrter lifts
with otlner rrroodworkers.

With no fine-adjustment scale,

the cutting height, then tweak it by
trial and effor. But the 16 turns-per-
inch leadscrew strikes a nice com-
promise between adjustment speed
and fine-tuning.

Woodpecker Plungelift
SOO7 52-0725, www.wood pec k.com
Five separate lifts, fitting: DeWalt
DW625, Freud FT2000, Hitachi M12V
Makita 3612C, Porter-Cable 7539.
Coming soon.'Bosch 1613, 1615,
1619, DeWalt DW621.
Each Plungelift fits only one
model of router, so it mounts to
that router quickly and easily.
However, once you've invested in
the lift, you probably won't want to PRL's crank handle extends past the bit open-

ing's center line and bumps the fence.

The lift within:
Milwaukeets new
fixed-base router
lf you don't already have a router to
table-mount, consider Milwaukee's
5615-20 ($155), shown below.lts
built-in leadscrew depth adjuster
can be accessed through the base
and turned with an ordinary speed
wrench and socket, making it a
good candidate for table-mounting.
Currently, this router is a single-
speed machine, but Milwaukee's
Chris Berg says a variable-speed
version is due out "later this year."
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Greate a plan that
srrits you* space
We designed our adaptable built- ins around two box sizes-a 14"-high
"short" box and a 28"-high "tall" box-to accommodate different wall areas,
storage needs, and looks. Typical installation areas for these units include
a sloping stairwell wall (opening photo, left), a dormer area (drawing, right),
or a kneewall (drawing, below). The width of our boxes is 14", which allows
them to fit between common wall stud spacing of 16" on center. lf the
spacing between your studs is not 16" on center, don't worry. Simply
adjust the width of your boxes and size the other parts as necessary to fit
the space.

Before starting this project, make sure for safety's sake that there are no
electrical outlets in the wall and that the wall cavities are free of water or
gas pipes, air ducts, and pass-through wiring. For a staircase wall instal-
lation, also check the location of the stair stringer to see if i t wil l interfere
with a cabinet. lf so, you may be able to avoid the interference by locating
the cabinets closer to the floor. (We set ours at 8" above.)

After completing your inspection, prepare a sketch of your layout to deter-
mine the number of short and tall boxes that you need and your total
material requirements for the project. Now, get ready to transform an
"ordinary" wall into a hardworking storage masterpiece.

Dorrner installation
Transform unused space in a dormer
area into useful storage with these
units. This drawing shows two tall
boxes with shelves and doors installed
in the dead space between sidewalls.

Kneewall
installation

Gain storage and good looks
by installing units in a kneewall.
This drawing shows two tall
boxes with shelves and doors
located next to two short boxes
(stacked) with drawers.

Lay orrt
the box

Refer to

and prepate
openings
"Create a plan that suits

lay-your space," above, for general
out suidelines.

Locate your wall studs using a mag-
netic or electronic stud finder or by

driving a 6d finish nail into the wall at
various points. Your studs should be 16"
on center, leaving approximately I4Vz"
of space between them. Draw the outline
of the studs on the wall.

Using a level and a straightedge,
draw a line on the wall for the

location of the bottom of the boxes.
From this l ine, measure up a distance
equal to the height of the boxes plus
Vt", and draw a line for the top of
each box opening. The added Vq" wrll
g ive you room to maneuver and
adjust the boxes. The gaps wil l be
covered by trim.

Using a drywall saw, cut out the
openings for the boxes. See Photo A.

With the box
locations
marked on
the wall, cut
out the open-
ings with a
drywallsaw.
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Spoon shelf support

Inai

-l
t -

# 1 7  x  1 "
7/ad" pilol hole 1" deep

7se" shank hole, countersunk

f- #8 x 1s/q" F.H.
- wood screw

TALL BOX

-\

#8 x 13/q '  F.H.
wood screw

E cnncAsEs

8"

I
I
t

# 1 7  x  1 "  n a i l

113/+"

SHORT BOX

7se" shank hole, countersunk

13/q' F.H. wood screw
\
# 8 x

Make the box parils
and assernble

From 3/+" oak plywood, cut the box
tops and bottoms (A), short sides

(B), and long sides (C) to size.
From tA"-thick stock (we used oak
for all edging, trim, and face parts),

rip six zAxS3" blanks to form the top and
bottom edging (D), short side edging
(E), and long side edging (F). Each strip
provides enough edging for one box.

Crosscut the blanks, where shown
on the Cutting Diagram, to make
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edging pieces (D, E, F) to fit all of the
mating box panels. Then, glue and
clamp the edging to the panels, where
shown on Drawing 1.

Assemble and clamp up the two
short boxes using a top and bottom

(A) and two short sides (B) for each.
Check for square. Then, drill pilot and
countersunk shank holes through the
short sides into the tops and bottoms for
screws, where shown. Drive the screws.

From /+" oakplywood, cut the short
backs (G) to the size listed and

attach them to the back of the short
boxes with #17x1" nails, where shown.
Note : We found it easiest to finish the boxes
and the bacl<s before attaching the bacl<s.

To ensure equally spaced holes for
the shelf supports in the long sides

(C), make the hole-drilling jig, Drawing
2. Chuck a V+" bit in your drill, and set a
depth stop (we used masking tape) s/s"

from the end of the bit. (This depth
allows for the t/+" thickness of the jig and
the 3/a" depth of the hole.) As shown in
Photo B, place the jig on the inside face

Drawer-sl ide locations
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1/z x 3/q x 3/2" stock

I
--l I
, / r ' Jn43t7o ' - - ]

/+" grooves
1/4" deep

E Hole-DRTLLTNG Jrc

To dri l l  uniformly spaced shelf support
holes in the box long side panels, use a
hole-dri l l ing j ig and a depth stop.

www.woodonline. corn

of a long side panel against the top ed_ee
and a long edge, and drill the first row of
holes. Then. reposition the ji_e a-qainst the
opposite lon,e ed-ee of the panel and drill
the second row of holes. Repeat this pro-
cedure on all lon-e sides (C).

Referrin,q to Drawing 1. assemble
and clamp up the fbur tall boxes

using a top and bottom (A) and two lon-e
sides (C) for each. After checking fbr
square, drill pilot and coLlntersunk shank
holes through the lon-e side panels into
the top and bottom panels fbr the screws,
where shown. Drive the screws.

Frotn t/1" plywood, cut the long
backs (H) to the size listed, and

attach them to the back of the tall boxes
with #l7x I " nai ls. where shown.

Next, rnake the dranltlers
From %"-thick stock of your choice
(we used poplar), cut the drawer

sides (I) and front and back pieces (J) to
the sizes l isted.

From /+" plywood, cut the drawer
bottoms (K) to size.
Referring to Drawings 3 and 3a, cut
the t/t" gl'oove in the sides (I) and

front and bzrck pieces (J) to receive the
drawer bottoms (K). Using the same
setllp, cut the two t/t" dadoes in the
drawer sides (I) to receive the rabbeted
ends of the drawer front and back (J).

Referring to Drawing 3b, attach an
auxiliary fence to your tablesaw fence

and position the fence adjacent to your /+"
dado blade. Now. cut the rabbets in the
ends of the drawer fionts and backs (J).

Dry-assemble the drawers (I, J, K),
and check that the parts fit together

correctly. Then. -elue and clamp the
drawer assemblies, checking for square.

From /+"-thick oak. cut the drawer
faces (L) to the size listed.

t/q" dado t/q" deep 1/q" from back edge t/+" grooves t/+" deep
t/q" Irom bottom edge

1/q" dado 1/4" deep 1/q" trom front edge

1t/2" machine /
SCTEW

{, -  #8 x  1"  F.H.  wood screw

1
51/2"

)

7sz" shank hole, countersunk on inside face,
and mating 7/aq" pilol hole %" deep

E onnwen

tZ" rabbets

+f
,.r$

@

DRAWER JOINT DADO DETAIL

t/+" dado blade
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Place a drawer face on the front (D of
a drawer assembly, and center it side-

to-side and top-to-bottom with the front.
Clamp the face to the drawer, making sure
that the face does not move. Now, drill
four pilot and countersunk shank holes
through the drawer front into the face for
the mounting screws, where shown on
Drawing 3. Drive the screws. Also, in the
center of the drawer face, drill a sAz" hole
for the knob attachment screw (you will
need a lr/t"-long machine screw) through
the face and the drawer front. Install the
knob. Assemble the drawer faces and
knobs to the other drawers.

Position the drawer slides against the
sides (I), flush to their front and bot-

tom edges. Attach the slides using the
screws supplied with the slides. Discon-
nect the outer part of the slides from the
drawer-mounted paft, and attach these
pieces to the short box sides, where
shown on Drawing 1.

Swing over to the doors
From 3A"-thickoak, cut the door stiles
(M) and rails (N) to the sizes listed.
Cut the 2"-wide mating half laps on
the ends of the stiles (M) and rails

(N), where shown on Drawing 4.
Glue and clamp up the door frames,
checking for square.
Rout a V+" rabbet3/s" deep around the
back inside edges of the door for the

glass and vertical and horizontal glass
stops (O, P), where shown. To prevent
tear-out, cut the rabbet depth in three
passes, removing t/s" of material with
each pass. Square the corners of the rab-
bets with a chisel.

Chuck a l3/s" (35mm) Forstner bit in
your drill, and bore the two Vz"-deep

22134a

holes in the back of the door stiles (M)
for the 107' hinges, where shown on
Drawing 4. Install the cup part of the
hinges in the door stiles. Install the mat-
ing hinge clip mounting plates inside the
tall boxes as directed in the manufactur-
er's instructions. When locatine the

E ooon

mounting plates, make sure that the front
face of the door frame is flush with the
front of the box edging (D, F) and that
there is an equal reveal all around.
Remove the door frames after mounting.

To form the vertical and horizontal
glass stops (O, P), shown on

Drawing 4, thickness-plane a Vzx2x68"
oak blank to Vq". With a t/s" round-over
bit chucked in your table-mounted
router, rout the two long edges of the
blank; then, rip a V+"-wide strip from
each side of the blank. Repeat this
process to make a third strip. Each strip
makes all of the glass stops for one door.
Now, miter-cut the strips to make the
glass stops fit the openings in the back of
the doors.
Note: We finished the doors before we
installed the glass and glass stops.

Place a t/sx83Ax223/q" piece of glass
in a door opening. Secure the glass

by installing glass stops (O, P) using
#l9xVz" wire brads. (See the Shop Tip,

1/e x 83/q x 22s/q" glass

An ounce of pre\rcntion.,.
To prevent bending brads and possibly
splitting a glass stop when attaching the
thin, hard-oak stops to the door, predrill
holes in the stops. Simply cut the head
off a brad, and use the remaining piece
as a drill bit to bore the holes. Also, to
avoid scratching or possibly breaking
the glass when nailing the stops, put a
piece of cardboard or poster board on
top of the glass and flush against the
stops. This will protect the glass from
hammer slips.

!
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opposite page.) Repeat this procedure
for the remaining doors.
.' Drill a 5/zz" hole through the door
, stiles (M), where shown on Drawing

4, for the knob. Attach all knobs usins
the screws provided.
' 'From tA"-thick oak, cut the door

stops (Q) to size. Glue and clamp the
stops to the top (A) and long side (C) of
the tall boxes, in the corner opposite the
door-hinge side of the box, where shown
on Drawing 1. Position the stop back
from the front of the edging (D, F) a dis-
tance equal to the thickness of the door
plus a rubber bumper (an adhesive-
backed bumper of your choice).

Tirne for the shelves' 
From 3A" plywood, cut the shelves

' (R) to the size listed.
'' . From 3/q"-thick oak, cut the shelf

edging (S) to size. Then, glue up and
clamp the edging, making it flush with
the top front edge of the shelves, where
shown on Drawing 1. (The edging over-
hangs each shelf s bottom face.)

fnstall the boxes
Position a box in its wall opening,

, . resting it on the bottom of the open-
ing. As shown in Photo G, insert shims
along the sides of the box to fiIl the gaps
and make it plumb. Also, using a
straightedge, check that the front edge of
the box is flush with the face of the wall.
Then, secure the box by driving #9xlt/+"
wood screws throush the box and shims
into the studs.

21/z'-/
I
I

#8 x 13/+" F.H.
wood screws

163/+'

3/^n )/'-_,/

: Using the same alignment process,
install the remaining boxes. Between

adjacent boxes, also check that the dis-
tance between the outer edges of the
boxes (ours was 2") remains constant
from top to bottom. This also shows that
the boxes are plumb.

Add the trirn
Note: We finished the trim before installing
it, and touched it up after installation,
where necessary.

' to the size listed. Also. from Vz"-

3/rx

To make the box plumb in its wall open-
ing, insert shims between the box and
wall studs.

r
1 3 "

2y-
t

, /

fl exeloDED vtEW
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crrttirng diagraffir

3/qx71/q x 96" Oak

rnaterials list

A toos and bottoms 3/q' 113/q' 121/z' 0P 12

B short sides 3/4' 113/q' 14' OP

C long sides 3/tu 11Yi' 28' OP

D- top and bottom
e0glng 3/^' 3/q' 121/z' 12

E- short side edging 3/au 3h' 14',

F- long side edging 3h' 3/t' 28" 0

G short backs 1/q' 14', 14', OP

H long backs t/n' 14', 28" OP

I sides Vz^ 51/z '  11 '

J fronts and backs 1/z' SVz '  11 "

K bottoms vi 1 1" 101/z' 0P

L faces 34', 61/a" 125/1a

M stiles 3/t' 2' 2654a"

N rails 3/qu 2' 125/ta"

Posit ion al l  vert ical and horizontal
trim to f eave a't/q" teveal around
the boxes.

thick oak. cr-rt the bottorn horizontal

t r i rn  (U)  to  s ize.
Position the bottortt horizontal
tr im (U) on the underside of the

si l l  (T). f lLrsh with the back edge and

centered end to end. where shown on

Drawing 5. Attach the sill to the bot-

tom with 4d f inish nai ls.
Posit ion the si l l / tr i rn assernbly
(T/U) on the wall .  centerin-e i t

end to end with the outer boxes and

leaving a t/+" reveal at the top of the

box bottorns (A). Attach the assem-

bly by drivin-e 6d f inish nai ls through
the tritl into the wall str"rds.

From %"-thick oak. cut the vert i-

cal tr irn pieces (V. W. X, Y) to

the sizes l isted.
Place the vert ical tr im (V) in
pos i t ion.  where shown on

Drawing 5, leaving a t/+" reveal on

the left side of the short box. Attach

the trim to the front of the box using

6d f inish nai ls. Now. place vert ical

tr im (W) in posit ion between the

short box and adjacent tall box, leav-

ing a /+" reveal on both boxes, and

nail  in place.
From %"-thick oak. ct-tt the toP

horizontal tr irn pieces (2. AA)
to size.

Ref-erring to Drawing 5 and to
Photo D, position a top horizon-

tal trim piece (Z) above the short box

and nail to the front of the box.
Fol lowing the sante process.

install the remainin-e vettical trirn
pieces (X, Y) and top horizontal trirn
pieces (2, AA). where shown. Center

the last top horizontal trim piece (AA)

over the two vefticitl trirn pieces (Y).
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*Plane or resaw to thickness
the Materials List.

l isted in

0-vertical
glass stops 1/qu 1/q, 2213/rc" 0

1/q x 48 x 96" Oak plywood

Nour, finish rrp
Finish-sand al l  areas not previously

sanded wi th  220-gr r t  sandpaper .
Remove dust with a tack cloth.

Apply a stain of your choice (we used

Minwax Golden Oak), and protect with

a satin polyurethane f inish. Sand and

remove dust between coats.
Finally, install the doors, drawers, rubber

bumpers on the door stops (Q). shelf sup-
pofts, and shelves. JF

P. horizontal
glass stops 1/i' 1/q, 813/ro,'

Q door stops 3/i 1 u

R shelves 3/qu 103/q' 121/t' 0P

S edging 34', 1u 121/q' 0

T si l l a/  t l 1Vq' 681/z'

U bottom
horizontal trim Vz' z\i', 67', 0

V vertrcal trim Vz' 3" 13', 0

W verticaltrim 1/zu ni l  6 t r r  n
J ' I V

X vertical trim 1/z' 3" 41', 0

Y vedicaltr im 1/zu ? (  E E t  n

Z too horizontal trim 1/z' 21/z' 163/t' 0

AA too horizontal trim t/2" 21/z' 201/z' 0
.Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials Key: OP-oak plywood, O-oak, C-choice of
n n n l e r  n r  m a n l o

Supplies: %" hardboard, #8x1" flathead wood screws,
#8x1s/q" flathead wood screws, 1/2" machine screws,
#18x1/2" wire brads, #17x1' nails, t/6v$zfuvllt/a" glass (3),
4d and 6d finish nails. wood shims, adhesive'backed
rubber bumpers, glue, stain, clear finish.

Buying Guide
Hardware. 107" hinges no. 8075T1650,$2.22 each (6);
hinge mounting cl ips no. 8175H919, $1.54 each (6); 10'
Jull-extension drawer slides no. KV8400 810, $10.22
pair (4 pair); 7a" spoon shelf suppotls (nickel) no.
H828C25, $3.00 each box of 20 (2)',11h" polished
chrome knobs no, A04271 26 with 1" screws, $1.96
each (7). Order from Woodworke/s Hardware, PO Box
180, Sauk Rapids, MN 56379, cal l  800/383-0130, or
go to www.wwhardware.com.

Written by Owen Duvall
Project design: Kevin Boyle
ll lustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin PhotograPhY

1/2x91/q x 96" Oak

e/a x 48 x 96" Oak plywood

3/a x 48 x 96" Oak plywood
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horse
Looking for a project kids will love? This one's a ringer.

lHoo many kids these days don't recognize the word
- 

I 
-"gu-t" 

unless it's preceded by "video." With this
I horseshoe set, however, today's youngsters can

have fun with a throwback to simpler times. The shoes and
stakes are made from light but sffong plywood finished in
bright aniline dyes.

On ufth the shoes
I Make four copies of the full-size
I horseshoe pattern found in the
WOOD PATTERNSo insert. and cut
the paper patterns to rough shape. Use
spray adhesive to adhere the patterns to a
sheet of Vz" plywood, where shown in
the Gutting Diagram.
Note: We used a special thin-veneer
birch plywood that offers high strength
and stability. See the Shop Tip onpage96

for more information. You can substitute
standard birch plywood if you prefer.

llCut blanks for the horseshoes (A) to
fr rough shape using a bandsaw, scroll-
saw, or jigsaw. Make your cuts about %0"
outside the layout line on the pattern.

Q Set three of the rough-cut horseshoes
tJaside for now. Sand the remaining
one up to the line to create the final
horseshoe shape. You'Il use it as a tem-
plate for the others.

lllTemporarily affix one of the rough-
'tr 

cut horseshoes (A), using small
pieces of double-faced tape, to the tem-
plate shoe you just sanded. Now chuck a
flush-trim bit in your table-mounted
router, and trim the rough-cut shoe to

match the shape of the template shoe,
as shown in Photo A. Repeat these

continued on page 96

Rout the rough-cut horseshoes to shape
using a flush-trim bit and template horse-
shoe. Take it slow, and keep a firm grip
as you rout around the ends.

94 WOOD magazine June{uly 2002



h o r s e s h o e s  a n y o n e ?

steps for the two remaining horseshoes.
This pattern-routing technique is faster
than shaping each horseshoe by hand,
and it ensures that each of the horseshoes
is an exact duplicate.

Now chucka3/rr," round-over bit into
the table-mounted router, and relieve

the edges of all four horseshoes, where
shown in Drawing 1.

Rip a 2x27" strip from the birch
plywood to create the center cleats

(B) and end cleats (C). (Though the
cleats are small, the following opera-
tions will be much easier and safer if
you start with an oversized piece.)
Resaw the piece to t/+" thick, then rip
the resawn piece down to create a
t/+xt/+x2l " strip.

Crosscut the strip to create four cen-
ter cleats (B) and eight end cleats (C)

at the sizes shown. To give the cleats
their final shape, adhere a quarter-sheet
of 80-grit sandpaper to a flat surface and
sand %0" tapers on the edges and ends of
all the cleats.

Glue one center cleat (B) and two
end cleats (C) to one face of each

horseshoe, where shown on the full-size
horseshoe pattern.

Add the stakes, finish
Rip four lx2l" strips from the %"-
thick birch plywood. Face-glue two

strips together using a water-resistant
adhesive to create each stake (D), as
shown in Drawing 2.

After the glue sets, remove any
excess and sand the edges smooth.

Now rout a 3/8" round-over on all four
edges of each stake.

. Mark a line around each stake 4" up
from the bottom, where shown in

Drawing 2. Then form a point on each
stake using a disc sander. (A rasp, fol-
lowed by sandpaper, also works.)

Finish the stakes and horseshoes.
You can create pairs of shoes for

each of two players by using different
colors. (We chose colorful red, green,
and blue aniline dyes. See the Buying
Guide for more information.) Now apply
a couple coats of exterior polyurethane
to provide long-lasting protection. lF

Written by David Stone with Kevin Boyle
Project design: Robert Allen
ll lustrations: Mike Mittermeier; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

96

7s" round-over on
al l  four edges

I HonsESHoE

@ srnres

A horseshoes 1/zu 61%0,, 71/z' BP

B- center cleats 1/au 1/4' 1y2' BP Laminate two
t/2" pieces of
birch plywoodC- end cleats 1/c, 1/tu 3/t' BP

D stakes 1 " 1" 21', LBP 2 and cut to size.
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials Key: BP-birch plywood, LBP-laminated birch
plywood.

Supplies: Spray adhesive, exlerior glue, and finish.

BUYIIIG GUIDE
Finnish Birch plywood. Woodcraft no. 50Y06,
r/2x24x30", $18.99, Available from your local Woodcraft
store, or order irom Woodcraft, 560 Airport Industrial
Park, Parkersburg, WV 26102. Call 8001225-1153, or
shop online at www.woodcraft.com.

Aniline dyes. Homestead Transfast water-soluble ani-
line dyes, no. 123835 Cardinal Red, $9.50; no. 126305
Toymakels Blue, $1 1.50; no. 1 26308 Toymake/s
Green, $11.50. Woodcraft, see above.

Alternate plywoods. For Baltic birch order no.
3008827, t/2x24x30", $11.50, from Schlabaugh & Sons,
7 20 1 4th Street, Kalona, I A 52247 : 800/346-9663;
www.schsons.com. To locate an ApplePly dealer near
you, contact States Industries at 800/626-1981;
www.statesind.com.

Plprrood with more plies
Baltic birch and Finnish birch plywoods both have a greater number of plies
than standard domestic plywood. A 1/z' sheet, for example, has nine plies, as
opposed to the five plies usually found in standard t/2" plywood. These imports
are made from slow-growing (and therefore tight-grained) birch trees harvested
in the cool Baltic regions of Finland and Russia, Gluing thin, void-free veneers
together results in a rigid, neutral-grained plywood that looks great, even on the
edges. Baltic birch, the better-known of the two, works well for indoor use.
Finnish birch plywood looks similar, but uses exterior-grade glue, making it suit-
able for use outdoors. An American-made version called ApplePly is also avail-
able for indoor projects. See the Buying Guide, above, for sources.

I
4"

.l

s/0" round-over along
top and bottom edges

crrtting diagrarm

1/2x24 x 30" Birch plywood
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These woodworking wares passed our shop trials
roductsthat erform

Garefree cutting with a cordless rorrter
Until I tested Porter-Cable's 9290
Cordless Router, I didn't really notice the
hassle of handling a router's power cord.
Based on Porter-Cable's classic 690-series
router, the 9290's direct-current motor
runs off a P-C 19.2-voIt battery pack,
which mounts to the top of the motor.
Yes, it looks top-heavy, but I was sur-
prised at how well-balanced this machine
really is (and quiet, at 78 decibels).

To see how much work the 9290 could
do on a single battery charge, I went to
work cutting a V2" round-over in red oak.
After 103 linear feet of cutting, the battery
still had some life, but the quality of cut
was beginning to deteriorate. Performing
the same test in pine, I exhausted the bat-
tery after 155 linear feet.

So, should you buy one? Well, that
depends. T\e9290 comes with a Vq" col-

let, discouraging the use of %"-shank bits
to maximize battery life. (However, this
machine is so closely related to the 690
series that my 690's Vz" collet, plunge
base, and D-handle base allfit it perfect-
ly.) And the $279 price tag includes only
one battery pack, which isn't a big prob-
lem if you own other Porter-Cable 19.2-
volt tools. If not, you'll cool your heels for
an hour while the battery recharges.

-Tested by Rich Bright

Porter-Cable 9290
Cordless Router
Performance * * * * *

Value * * * * *
Call Porter-Cable at 800/487-8665, or visit
www.oorter-cable.com.

Continued on page 102
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products that perform

Shaper-like fence for
Although I never felt compelled to drop a
lot of money on a stationary shaper, I've
always been enamored with the precision
and versatility of a shaper fence. Freud's
SH-5 Router Table Adjustable Fence
System brings many shaper-fence features
to the router table.

For example, the separate infeed and
outfeed fences adjust independently with
micrometer-style knobs. Each full turn of
a knob yields .050" (aboutTu") change of

your router table
fence position, and every .001" increment
is clearly marked on the knobs. I found I
could effortlessly tweak the fence to per-
fection. Setting the SH-5's outfeed fence a
little proud of the infeed fence, I used a
straight bit in my router table to joint the
edges of 3A" stock more precisely than I
can on my jointer.

The travel on these fences is only 7a",
and that's fine for probably 90Vo of my
work. But for wider workpieces or large

panel-raising bits, I had to add an exfra
pair of threaded inserts to mount the SH-5
farther back on my tabletop. (Threaded
inserts are the preferred mounting method;
none come with the fence system.)

The 10" spacing of the SH-5 mounting
bolts fits Freud's BF-3 router table. but is
too narrow for most commercial insert
plates, which run about 12" wide. For
those situations, Freud sells an adapter
($14; with mounting holes 14" on center.

With my shop vacuum hooked up to the
SH-5's dust port, I captured about 80Vo of
the chips produced. That port and a safety
guard mount to the cast-aluminum fence
body, which proved plenty solid.

-Tested by Phillip Goodwin

Freud SH-5 Router Table
Adiustable Fence System
Performance * * * * *

* * * * ( ' ^ (
For more information. call Freud at 800/334-4107.
or visit www.f reudtools.com.

Aborrt orrr testers
Phiffip Goodwin is a prognmmer/analyst by day.Rich
Bright teaches woodwofing and offier technicat skitts

to high-*hmlstudenE. futt ae avidwMworkerc.

$ ;

$109
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vnhatts ahead
in our next issue

Wwm$mw{*w

Mix-and-match modular storage
It's a shelving system! No, it's a diesser!A sideboard! A nightstand! A curio display
stand! lt's all of these and other furniture forms, depending on how you assemble its
separate pieces using knock-down hardware.

Contrasting woods and wraparound
tapered legs distinguish this deceivingly
easy-to-make project.

WmmXsu ffmwfumffirywmmffi * & ffimm*wmrss

10" mitercaws
We tested 10 machines for power,

accuracy, and convenience.
And we now know which
modelyou should buy.
And-get this-we even
came across a cordless

10" mitersaw.

Intro to knock-down hardware
Learn how and when to use hard-
ware that lets you quickly take apart
and reassemble furniture, cabinets,
and shelving.

James Krenov
up front and personal
One of the most widely respected
woodworkers of our time just

retired. Here he shares his best
pearls of furniture-design wisdom.

Blooming mailbox
Who says your roadside mailbox

has to look ordinary? Make it
enhance your landscape with

Build this pleasing project in
mahogany or other weather-
resistant wood, then add a comfy
cushion for backyard R and R.
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